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Welcome
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Students
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exchange salvos
UNMaccused
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of 'takeover'
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At least twice during the Christmlltl break the T- VI chairman has accused UNM of attempting to tliks
over his school.
. .
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watts RMS at 0.08 ThO
from 20-20,000 Hz
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Power meters
Deluxe tape monitoring
Dual power supply
Plus many more features too
numerous to mention

$519
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Che.ck Out These Super Deals
From TEAC. ·
'l'hl.' lcadm·, Always has h~en.
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A-2300 SX
2 speed, 3 motor
micro switch

Orig.

Student
Special

$468.88

$750

Reg.$598

Martinez assured of positioiJ

Check These Features
• Rapid, precise, eye-level
operation.
• Delivers big, beautiful
rectangular negative that
enlarges directly to 8x1 0.
• Gives you a complete choice
of interchangeable lenses from
35mm fish-eye lci 1OOOmm
JlUper·telephoto
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Recorder Maintenance Kit
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Front Load Gassette Deck
Check These Features

The Lfmlled Eiifllon Kit
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.- E·1 derhloliellur
HC~1 head clnrter

Includes body, prism and
75 mm SMC Takumar Lens
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AC~ 1 rubber .tlfllhiti"

SP•1 slalnless pOlish

• Two step bias and equalization switches
• Advanced Dolby noise reduction circuitry
• Separate lef.t and right record level controls
• A switchable Mic/Lineinput
• Hlghdenslty permaflux record/playback
· and eraseheads

Reg. $249
Dillards
normal discount

$208

By PATRICKSAGAL
State House. Speaker Walter
Martinez told the seventh .annual
Legislative Issues Forum Saturday
that "I predict I'll remain speaker"
in the upcoming legislative session
beginning Tuesday.
A challenge for the position by
"dissident Democrats" led by Rep.
G.ene Sambe.rson, D·Lea, had
"wanted seven of the 12 committee
c.hairmanships, in<:luding
Appropriations and Finance,
Taxation and Revenue, Judiciary,
Natural Resouces, and Corporations and Banks," Martinez
said.
·

Budget
request
supported
.
.

Dillard's Helps TEAC
Celebrate

Student Special

$178.00

If the state favored
agreements with UNM,
would it come at the expense of T- V/7
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Originally $799.95
Dillard's Discount $629.95

The Perfect Format
SLR Camera For The
Professional Student

By ERIN ROSS
While sugarplums have been dancing through
students heads, verbal salvos have been flying over
heaps of University officials over a possible con·
ncction between Albuquerque's Technical-Vocational
Institute. and UNM,
At least twice during the month-long Christmas
break, T-VJ..governing board Chairman Larry German
has accused UNM of attempting to "take over" the
vocational institute.
The charge was originally made in December after
T-VI board members heard a tentative UNM-T-Vl
task force proposal offering UNM associate degrees to
students taking a combined T-VJ-UNM course load.
At the time of the hearing, German charged the
UniVersity with conducting a "conspiracy to con·
sume" T· VI.
Last Tuesday, following regular meeting of T-Vl's
governing board, German iterated his charge of an
attempted UNM incorporation ofT· VI. He supported
his charge with a copy of 'minutes from a "nonbusiness'' meeting of the UNM engineering faculty,
At one point the minutes state, "T-VI officials have
expressed the desire not to be a degree-granting institution and would like to work out an arrangement
on our (UNM's) terms that they can implement so as
to relive community pressure.''
Engineering Dean William Gross, who presided at

Albuquerque's Chamber of
Commerce has called on the state
Legislature to support UNM's full
instruction and general budget
request of $53.7 million rather than
the $52.6 inlllfon approved by the
state Board of Educational
.Finance.
During its board meeting last
Monday, the Chamber adopted a.
propl:lsar supporting UNM's full
· budget request for the 1979-80
school year, asking the legislature
to overlook the $1.1 million smaller
request approved byt~e BBF.
· The University has said the $1.1
million is needed for increases in
social security taxes and utility
casts.
· In other business, the city board
gave its suppl:lrt to legislation
allocating $9.8 milliort for con·
structlon of propl:lsed Biomedical
Research Facility as an addition to
UNM's School ofMedicirte.
The 'Construction project heads
the list of University long-range
projects, and is expeeted to receiVt
legislative !lPProval this year.

'

"One fourth, or 11 of the 41 · Aubry Dunn, D-Otero, and mayors
Democratic members wanted three- Albert Johnson (Las Cruces),
fourths of the cominlttee chair- Arthur Trujillo (Santa Fe), and
manships. That, in effect, would David Rusk (Albuquerque).
disenfranchise the rest of the state
- the northern, southwest. northeast and Bernalillo County,"
Martinez said.
"None of· these Democrats
represent anyone north of U.S. 66
By CHRIS MILLER
and none are from Bernalillo
A foreign ~ffairs expert speaking
County," he added.
at l!~M prrused Preside~t Carter:s
A coalition of De01ocrats and deciSion to grant diplomatiC
Republicans claim . to have the · recogni~i~~ to Commun!st China
necessary majority (36) to unseat b~t. cnl!c1zed the. president . ~or
Martinez when a vote on the frubng to consult closely With
position is taken Tuesday.
Congress before the decision was
Speakers ~t the forum included ma~e. . .
..
· Gov. Bruce King, former Attorney
Bill R1chardson 1 an a1de to
general Toriey Anaya, State Sen. former Secretary of State Henry

'

. .

·'

.

Four panel discussion~ were held Waste Disposal in New MeXico,"
in the afternoon, on, topics in- . ''Taxes and Inflation," and "Right
eluding "The Impact of Inflation to Work, A Tactical Session."
on Social Services," · '~Nuclear
.

.

,,'

Expert reviews Carter policy
Kissinger and currently serving as a
public affairs consultant wit!t the
State Department, Friday spoke to
local media in the UNM Student
Union Building.·
Richardson announced he will be
teaching a class at UNM this
semester entitled "Congress and
Foreign Policy: DeStTJ.Ictive or
Constructive.''
"President Carter's decision to

grant diplomatic recognition to
Communist China is in the best
intel'est of U.S. foreign policy,"
Richardson said. "However, his
failure. to consult closely with
.Congress before he took this step. is
a serious political error which will
haunt the President oil Capital
Hill."
Richardson said he does not

Senses blend in different ways

')

Student experiences syne$thesia
By DEBBIE VOISIN
What color is .the sound of a color.ed images "literally dance
parade? What does yellow taste across the pages."
like?
Markel said people's voices
To most people these questions produce different colors. She might
probably seem ridiculous, ~ut to tell a person, "You have the most
23-year·old UNM st11dent . Fran lovely shade of red/' when the
Markel, they are answered easily.
person is wearing green. She is
referring
to the ."color" of his or
Markel
experiences
a
her
voice.
phenomenon called synethesia,
whereby her five senses blend
together in . strange .and unusual
Sharp pains bring a bright flash
ways.
·
of color to her mind. She said pin
pricks, in particular, mean a bright
She el'J)!lriences .stverat types of flash of ted or orange.
syrtesthesia, including colored
hearing and colored pain reaction,
And. Markel blends taste and
and she blends taste and smell.
smell .. She said she inlght smell
Colored hearing occurs when a something like a flower or
sound produces a particular color. something that is not food, and it
She said she likes classical music will bring a distinct taste "to all the
. which flashes a myriad ot color in taste buds in my mouth.'' ~)he also
might ask, "Did yo\1 just ~aste that
front of her.
smell?"
.

least some capability to sense the two-week and two-month period.
Markel said they both consistently
world synesthetically.
associated a specific color with each
voice, over the test period. Ed.)
Synesthesia is more common
among children than among adults.
She said not many people are
Researchers believe this is true aware that synesthesia exists.
because · of the soCialization Friends find her extra sense as being
process. As a child grows older, his "weird."
perceptual world of synesthesia is
replaced by abstract language.
She would like to see synesthesia
become a. recognized phenomenon
(Markel, a speeech com- in today's society. But she believes
municatiort major, said tests about that if synesthesiais associated with
synesthesja have been conducted in extra sensory perception (ESP), it
a UNM advanced non•verb!ll inlght accrue the negative im·
plications sometimes associated
communcation course.
with ESP.
".I'd like to see more people
"However, there has been so
little research into this phenomertort become aware of if, but then again,
that the tests have been in- I don't want it to seem as though
it's one of those freaky thirtgs that
conclusive," she said.
those •weirdos' ·are doing," she
exphiined.
·
Markel said. art isclatiort test in
Markel also teaches courses in
which she and. another student
gymnastics
&nd biorhythms at the
participated
had
positive
results.
A
''Ws very pleasant,'' she said.
There are v~ry few pepple who
But she connot study with music .have synestheSII\ ~ less than I0 per longitudirtal study of tape-recorded YMCA and is an interviewerblaring irt the background because cent. But alntost everyone has al voices was played to them over a auditor in marketing research.
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SIDS counseling oHered

Pope to fly
to Mexico

World New.s
Peng absolved . .".:~~~~~;~.\":~;-c.;:~=:~::::~~~:r.~:::~~:~
HONG KONG (UPI)-China is
clearing the name of one of the
most prominent victims of the
cultural revolution, former Peking
Mayor Peng Chen, who was once
forced to kneel before 80,000
people at a Red Guards show trial.
The Chinese Party's leading
People's Daily,

mentioned Peng and 'his former role
as first secretary of Peking' 8
municipal committee, or mayor,
for the first time since his purge
years ago.
Rehabilitation
of
Peng's
reputation would be the most"
spectacular since Vice Premier Teng
Hsiao- Ping returned to power in

HOLMAN 1 S,
.

.

INC~

Engineering Supplies
Drafting Supplies
Technical Books
.
Maps

401 Wyoming N.E.

The Communist Party Central
Committee wrapped up a twomonth working conference at its
3rd plenary session early this month
with an absolution for several
victims of cultural revolution
purges. But Peng was excluded.
The reference to Peng came
Friday in a People's Daily dispatch
that eulogized Liu Tsen, another
cultural revolution victini.
People's Daily noted Peng was
commended many times by the late
party chairman Mao Tse-Tung and
Premier Chou En-Lai for his "great
contributions to the building of the
capital city' • during the 17 years he
managed Peking, It did not repeat
Mao's later attacks on Peng-"that
little man who sneaked into the
party."
Peng, now 75, bore the brunt of
the raging cultural revolution of the
1960's waged by the radical "gang.
of four" Jed by Mao's wife, Chiang
Ching,

II later this month, Mexic1111 officials said Sunday.
The 58-year-old Polish Pontiff, making his first trip outside Italy since
his election three months ago, is arriving in Mexico Jan. 26 to open the
third Latin American Bishops Conference at Puebla.
The officials of Aeromexico and Mexicana airlines said flights from Los
Angeles, San Francisco, San Diego, Dallas, Chicago and Miami to Mexico
City were booked solid.
They said that flights to Oaxaca and Guadalajara, other cities the
Pontiff will be visiting in the course of his five-day stay .in Mexico, were
similarly filled and had long waiting lists.
The Archbishop of Mexico, Monsignor Ernesto Corrlpio Ahumada,
said John Paul will fly to Mexico City from the Dominican Republic
aboard an Aeromexico jet that will land at the hangar of the secretariat of
human settlements and public works.
'
From there he will ride by limousine for two hours to the metropolitan
cathedral to celebrate mass, then travel to the residence of the apostolic
delegate to receive members of the diplom.atic corps.
On Jan. 27, the pope will go to the basilica of our lady of Guadalupe to
say mass and inaugurate the third Conference of Latin American Bishops
- the first in a decade- in a message transmitted around the world.
· The following day, he will travel to Puebla, 80 miles from Mexico City,
to say mass and open the work sessions of the conference.
For the next two days, the Pope will visit Oaxaca, the Indian village of
Culiapan, and Guadalajara, returnfng to the capital on Jap. 31 to meet
with students at La Salle University and give a rtews conference before an
early afternoon departure for the Vatican.

By ROBJN LICU'l'ENS'l'EIN

Education, is the Program Director
of a SIDS Counseling service at the
Several years ago;· aJ;! anguished UNM medical school.
family brought their dead· cl:!ild to
"The pro!lram has two specific
the hospital in a small northem goals,'' White said. "First, to
New Mexico town. The doctors Provide education and· information
couldn't tell them why their baby about SIDS to people at all levels of
died,
the health profession and
Then, as the numbed parents sat throughout the community.
·in the hospital coffee shop, police
''And second, to serve as a crisis
officers arrived. They handcuffed support system, offered to every
the tearful mother and father and family experiencing SIDS, or other
charged them with killing their child deaths
·
baby.
"When we hear of aS IDS case in
Later, it was learned that the New Mexico, we send one of our 45
child had been a victim of Sudde.n volunteer counselors who are
Infant Death Syndrome, or Crib spread all over tlie stat~, to visit the
Death. This is a mystery killer that parellts in their home, within a
takes the lives of 40 to 50 babies iri week of the tragedy. .
New Mexico annually.
"Instead of the accusations of
Beverly Wh!te, R.N., and who the past the bereaved parents
has her masters degree in Health received' .counselillg . and sym~~~~~~~~~

'\

·~

·I

1

.I

pathetic Ullder~~andi?g f~om tb_e
SIDS volunteer, Wh1te satd.
Federally. fu~ded, the. SIDS
program ex•sts m 31 st~tes .. T~e
goal of the program; Whtte sa1d, 1s
to establish the program in every
state.
.
.
"Because SIDS counseling IS a
state agency, we have no
jurisdiction of federal land. This
makes it difficult to get through to
the Indian reservations to help
families that may need us. In the
future we hope to make a greater
impact on ·the Indian reservation
alo11g with continuing ·and expanding our service in established
commu11ities," White said:
There are workshops tWICe a year
to k.eep the volunteers up to date on
SIDS as well as renewing their
counseling and interviewing

..

J
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SALT treaty to Senate

ATLANTA (UPI)- President Carter ~.aid Sunday
he will present any new strategic arms agreement with
Moscow to the senate as a treaty - rather than an
executive agreement - meaning it wo1Jid require a
twQ-thirds vote for ratification rather lh!IJl a simple
majority.
Carter announced his decision in Atlanta, and also
said he "will not hesitate" to hold another summit
meeting with Israeli Prime Minister Menachem Begin
and Egyptian President Anwar Sadat if he feels such a
move is needed to achieve a Middle East peace.
During ceremonies in which he was given the Martin
Luther King Jr. Peace Award, Carter said he expects·
the' United States and the Soviet Union to reach a
strategic arms 'limitation agreement shortly and "it
will be presentd to the Congress as a treaty.''
The announcement ended months of speculation
that Carter would present the pact to the senate as an
executive agreement, since powerful forces are aligned

~WW~~-mo~~~~W~1J)Y~W)~lJ1ilW~
lRY SOM ElHII~G DIFFERENT

against it and a simple majority vote would be much
easier to get than the two-thirds vote needed for treaty
ratification.
Congressional leaders had warned Carter he would
face serious opposition .if he tried to get the pact
through congress as anything Jess than treaty.
The president in turn warned that senate rejection of
a salt pact would hurt the image of the United States.
"It would deal a severe blow to the peaceful interrelationship between the world's two greatest
military powers," he said. "It would deal a severe
blow to the opinion held of us by peace• loving people
in the small and developing nation~ around the.
world."
As for the Middle East peace talks, Carter has
discouraged speculation on another summit, apparently hoping that Egypt and Israel could reach a
peace agreement without such a meeting. ·
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CLEVELAND (UPI) - A federal judge wiii lift a protective order
Monday that has sealed reports of state and federal investigations of the
May 4, 1970 shootings at Kent State University for 21/2 years.
The order was granted in June 1976 at the request of attorneys
representing Kent State University, who argued that students and faculty
had given law enforcement agencies statements with the understanding
they would be confidential.
Most of the sealed information was presented in 1975 as evidence in a
federal civil damage trial brought bY. parents of four students killed and
nine students wounded by National Guardsmen during an antiwar rally.
Gov. James Rhodes, National Guard officers and enlisted men were
defendants in the case.
A jury in that trial exonerated Rhodes and the guardsmen but the
verdict was overturned on appeal.. The state settled the case for S675,000
and a statement of regret earlier this month, in the midst of a retrial of the
suit.
'
· .
,La~ers for' the victims said the reports' have historical value. U.S.
D1stnct Judge WiHi~tn K .. Thom~s ~aid those wanting to see the reports
would have to recetve hts perm1ss1on and prove it was needed for a
legitimate purpose.
None of the reports is believed to contain new information about the
Vietnam War-era tra,•edv_
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The Hottest Nightspot Downstairs
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they need us and perhaps calling
them on Mother's day and
Christmas," White said.
"Some SIDS parents serve on the
volunteer advisory counsel. This is
a group of 15 people including a
minister, funeral director, doctors
and nurses, as well as SIDS parents,
who listen to our future plans and
help us with problems that come
up,
"An unstated goal of the
program is to persuade the parents
to consent to the child's autopsy,
since this is the only way to
diagnose SIDS. It is the dil}gnosis
of exclusion; it rules out all other
causes of death. It is also imperative to perform an autopsy if
we are to determine the risk factors
and reduce the change of SIDS in
the next child," White faid.

.!

Second summit possible

Telephone 265·7981
Hours M·F 8·5:30, Sat. 8:30·4:30

techniques, White said.
Usually the. parents want to talk
~b~ut the. child ~ 0 some?~e who
lSD t emotionally mvolv~d, It h~lps
the~ to .set over the gr1t~f penod,
W?•te said,
·~e encourage the parents 1<;> try
and !•ve as normally as Pp~s•ble.
For .mstance, I ~ecent)Y v~s•ted a
family whose child d•ed 111 .se~tember, They told me they. d1dn t
want t? celel!r,ate. Chnst~as
because It wouldn t mean anythmg
without their baby !here. I insisted
that tht;Y get a C.hnstmas tree and
celebrate .the holiday as usual. By
doing this, they won't have ~ 0 look
b~ck 00 1978 as the year ~he:r baby
die~ an.d.the year they d•dn t have
Chnstmas, ·-,.
"We usually follow up on
parents by seeing them whenever

·

4'..:~-~~~:·\1 Get a hnot toasted b•ael, a gla•s of orange

.. juice, coffee and your choic:;e of apple,
cherry or cheese dani8h for just 99 o and
this eoapon.lialit one per customer.
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Editorial

·T-VI board chairman
gr~sping at straws

Stotewlde Sale!

\

Let's take a look at the incidents:
German has accused Saavedra of a conflict of interests because
Saavedra, a T-VI administrator, is rumored to be a top contender for
the position of associate provost for community education at UNM.
Student Union Director Martinez, whb is also a member of the T.VI
governing board, has been appointed to the search committee for the
post for which Saavedra is being considered. German has said it is
unethical for Martinez to remain on the committee.
Martinez answered German's accusations by stating that German is
lashing out because the community c9llege proposal, which German
strongly supported, was not approved by voters last fall.
Finally, German has charged that there is a move afoot to incorporate
T·VI into UNM because the two institu'tions are considering granting
associate degrees by UNM for work at T-VI.
German has alleged that a sentence in the minutes of a UNM
engineering faculty meeting support his claim of incorporation. The
sentence, in part states, "T-VI officials would like to work out an
arranger,nent on our terms that they can implement so as to relieve
community pressures." Remember the phrase "on our terms."
German also distributed copies of a memo from UNM's Continuing
i'ducation Faculty Committee which stated that the committee does
not recommend the UNM Faculty Senate adopt the associate degree ·
proposal.
·
The content of the controversy points to one thing: the need for a
community coiiQQe ot a similar set-up to bridge the gap between UNM's
academic curriculum and T -VI's Vdcational curriculum. The style of the
conflict also points to one criteria: semantics.
The community college proposal was soundly defeated last
September presumably, as many observers have noted, b.ecause it was
hastily · thrown together and poorly presented. But there is little
disagr.eement that such an institution is a community necessity.
'
· UNM and T.VI officials are doing their best to at least temporarily
plug the void existing between the two institution's' differing
educational ideologies by considering granting the associate degrees.
The plans developed by the College of Engineering· and T-VI for
associate degrees are in limbo while the Faculty Senate considers
expanding the proposal to include 60 hours of credit, with 30 .hours
coming from T·VI.
It should be noted that UNM·T-VI collaboration is nothing new; the
College of Engineering has already helped the technical school develop
its surlleying program. Cooperative a.ssociate degrees. under con·
sideration are ·those in computer technology and electronics
technology. Dean Gross has said that if the effort is realized, the plan
would first be implemented on 11 trial basis.
German, it appears, is grasping at straws. Fellow board member
Maureen Luna has chastised him for making his allegations to the
media, and not to the board where they could be discussed. Luna's
criticism is valid. In this latest installment of the UNM-T-VI-community
college saga, . German has zeroed in on the words "on our terms,"
taking it to mean that UNM has some master plan to unmercifully
swallow T-VI whole. He has, in fact, blown the entire episode out of·
proportion, creating the proverbial mountian ftom a molehill.
We commend Dean Gross, Provost McAllister Hull and ·T-VI board
member for dealing with the almost imaginal'( problem in a rational,
low-key manner.
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UNM and T -VI faculty and administrators are facing off again, and
the conflict is believed tQ stem from the defeat 'of the community
college proposal last September.
..
The stars of the latest sequel are TNI governing board Chairman
Larry German, T·VI Vice President Louis Saavedra, board member
Maureen Luna, UNM Engineering Dean William Gross and Student
Union Director Ted Martinez.
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Temporary morality

DOONESBURY
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By JOHN CHADWICK
With the advent of a new year and a new semester comes a new set
of morals, at least for a while. ·
Some people have vowed to quit smoking for t.he new year.
However, the new year soon becomes old. Then what?
Others may decide alcohol is bad, at least forthefirstweek or two of
the new year if the night before the new year began was a sucess. ·
Still others may decide not to indulge in. various narcotics, especially
of the haUucinaogenic variety.
But none of these aforementioned "resolutions" are truly appropriate
for "today's college student."
Passing a course, your first one. Go to class more than once. These
are more appropriate for the active student.
·
"I resolve to graduate on the 10~year plan· rather than the 20-year
plan," said one UNM sophomore. He has been going to school for
seven years. ·
Doing assignments on time. "I won't wait until the night before to
that 20-page report this semester,'' said a 21-year-old j!Jnio~.
,
The !!wisil' art student rnay double his daily dosagil
cahnil:ius ana
·
"see the world from a new perspective."
Then student organizations could come up with their own sets of
resolutions.
·
Student government may do something, KUNM may find a way to
improve on perfection-a first.
·
But, like all attempts toward "positive" change, the spirit is weak.
Breaking promises in January is anything but unusual.
Romances based on 1978 promises may fall apart in the first month of
this new year.
Divorce rates tend to rise this time of the year, especially now that
the holiday season is over with.
.
Jimmy Carter makes promises all the time. So what can be so hard
about making promise to yourself?
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Also New

F·9572 DAVID BROMBERG
MY Own House

The Jazzstats
"In Concett"

11.9811st :·8.49

Stanley Cowell
"Talking 'Bout Love"

All 7.98 List Lp's- 4.99
All8·~98· Llst:Lp's- 5.·99

of-

GXV·5102 RICHARD DAVIS

Fancy Free

·David lumen
"Keep The Dteam Alive"

Phllly Joe Jones
"Phllly mignon"

Sale Ends Jan. 18
'

'I

(Including Fantasy • Ptestlge .. milestone Two-feta)
Houts: 11-9 mon. - Thuta.
10-10 Ftl•• Sat.
12-6 Sunday

a

1/tility cooperative
In many ways, it can be said the energy/inflation problem is the same
as a utility crisis. Historically, when the economy faces a depression or
near:depression, utilities are the first to catch it. Public utilities are
different from free .enterprise-they are monopolies. Whether
government or privately owned, public utilites are something everyone
must use. Consequently the rate-payer has legal mechanisms by which
he can say "no.''
.
,
First; utilities are the direct responsiblity of local government. We
can, by referendum vote, purchase the electrical distribution system,
and set up II ratepayer-owned, privately owned utility cooperative and
buy blocks of wholesale electricity from othet electric utilities, thus
reducing rates. Several. sources of funds exist for this purchase. One
source is the municipal franchise tax, which city government charges
ratepayers; of course tapping that fund would. mean a tax cut for city
,
.
government.
Second, this· utility cooperative can also administer other city
government-owned utllites (transit, water, waste.) Presently the
biggest problem with muniCipal Utilites is that too often the city CQUncil
and mayor don't have the time to give both uti!ites and human services,
like police, the day-to-day attention they demand.
Third, this utility cooperative also can finance the rapid conversion of
Albuquerque to solar. ·For example, the water department can set up a
solar appliance program, and serve as a marketing, testing, short-term
finance and distribution agenc.y. This step would give competition to
the el!!ctric and gas utility plans to monopolize the sohir market.
F.inally, management of :the electrical distribution system by this
riltepayer-ownect corporation would permit the diversion of funds now
. going to PN M's $300 million Palo Verde nuclear power plant project to
solar. That amouot is enough to build a solar greenhouse. and solar hot
~ater heater for everY Albuquerque house, which eliminates the need
to build the power plant.
·
Martin Nbc
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City Co~ neil
to review

Student passes
for cheap travel

Discount

Haircuts
Start at

student 10
Open Monday - Saturday
9am to 9pm

1123 Central N E 842-8300
across from Presbyterian Hospital

• •
contlnu•d from

A proposal by the city to increase
bus fares from 35 to 40 cents and to
increase semester bus passes for
students from $28. to $33 will go to
the City Council this month, Mayor
David Rusk said,
. Rusk said he will recommend
·that the increases, if approved, not
become effective until July 1 to
allow time for the city to assess the
effects of the changes in the bus
routes that became effective Jan. 2.
He said the city is also considering restoring bus service on
Wyoming NE south of Central and
on Louisiana NE south of Central,
services that were cut on Jan. 2.

Division dieciDr
elected to board'
Leonard Stitelman, director of
tl!e Public Administration Division
at UNM, and Elizabeth Eutsler, a
UNM public administration ·
student, have been elected to the
board of the Southwest Society on
Aging.
The new outgrowth of the Texas
Society on Aging will prepare input
for the White House Conference
and increase communication
between professionals and practitioners in the southwest.
The society will be open to all
persons interested in older people.
It will coordinate activities for older
citizens in the southwest and will
serve as a liaison group to
Holly Richards Day explains the Sun-Trim student bus gerontological societies, which
pass program to UNM health education junior Gene San- study the problem of aging.

Books on
,enda.ngered
species list

To get into Medical School
'"you probably read over 2,000,000 words.
Read just 1·1-2 more and you may get
a full Scholarship.
The Armed Forces need physicians. And we're
willing to pay for them. Full tuition. Books. Fees.
Necessary equipment. And S400 a month tax free.
Once selected for a Health Professions Scholarship- available from the Army. Navy or Air Force
-you are commissioned a second lieutenant or
ensign in the Reserve. Serve a 45-day active duty
period annually. And agree to, serve on active duty
for a period dependent on the duration of your
participation in the scholarship program.
As a fully commissioned officer you receive
excellent salary and benefits. More importantly,
you get the opportunity to work and learn beside
dedicated professionals.
For more information merely mail in the coupon
below.

Fifteen pledges and one active member of the Alpha
Tau Omega fraternity scrubbed floors and did general
clean-up work at the Albuquerque San Jose Community Center Jan. 8 as part of an on-going community service program developed by the
organization.
Gl!rcia,

Armed Forces S!=holarshlps, P.O. Box 1776, Valley Forge, PA 19481

OF

Mdresi&-----~----~-~~~~--Phon'e....-----~
Ci~~-----~--~SiatiB....-~----~~J.Ip•--~---

encouraging."
Richardson said there are two
primary advantages the U nitcd
States gains by recognizing China.
First, it gives the United States
leverage over the Soviets on a
variety of issues, he said, "In my
judgement, Soviet concern over the
prospect of improved WashingtonChina relations will accelerate the
Russian desire to complete a new
SALT II treaty with the United
States,'' Richardson said.
Second, Communist China, a
nation with more than one billion
people, represents a potential
commercial market for American
goods
products, he said.

1

fraternity, organized the effort with Albuquerque city
council members.
The clean-up work, wbich was part of the pledge
week activities. for the fraternity, was considerod a
success by pledge trainer, Larry Pond. ·
"We plan to do more social service pr9jects such as
. this during
the coming year,''
Pond
said.'},
"
'
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FM 94

AM 61

Fall Courses
. Greek 1412 New Teataaaent Greek MWF 9-10:30
Bible 2302 Old Teata•ent Survey (.lob,
Malaebl) T 6:30-9:30paa
Bible 3361 Corlatblaa l.ettera MW 10:30·12:00
Bible 1314 N- Teataaaeat Sarvev (Acta
to Revelation) TT 11:00.12:30

Feea • $10.00 per cqurae
Regiatratlon •
At Cbdatlan Student Center
· or at lirat claaa meeting

.

14
2 ..
31.
4.
5.
fi.
7•
8.

Cbriatian Student Center
130 Girard NE
Eight Reasons for Enrolling

To••rtc:•••••tl'entaadJ••oJGod'•.unl.
Tolltr••••••••pfalt•-•ad..laa.
To -d•n•••••wml•aaaMrvaatof.GotJi.
To ••lll'•taad_ ... Wal•eof •11.110•1•
1 I •
Toobt•l• tlleproper . .llooop•vot Jlfe.
To hlll•ace ~11•c;•.d••lc clevelop•eat.
r J
-~To ... •velectll!ea
they co•at •oat;
To • t a1ood ••••pia for otlleJ"a to follow.
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Travel I D card
provides discounts
An international student identity card available from the UNM international programs office could provide considerable savings for
'
students traveling in foreign countries this spring.
The card, which is sponsored by the Council on International
Educational exchange (CIEE), costs $3 and entitles full-time students to
various discounts and benefits throughout western and eastern Europe, the
Middle Ea5t, Africa,. Latin America, the Caribbean, Asia and North
America.
Clark Colahan of the international programs office said the identity card
entitles students to discounts on air, bus and train travel in many nations as
well as reduced admission to llluseums, theaters, student hostels and
restaurants. Discounts vary from nation to nation.
For example, France offers a 50 per cent discount on domestic student
standby fares; Germany offers a 10 per cent discount on domestic bus
travel; Poland offers substantial discounts on domestic travel; and New
Zealand offers five to 25 per cent discounts at some retail stores and
restaruants,
A complete and updated list of all discounts and benefits in participating
nations is provided with the card, Colahan said.

We Carry:

Yes, I am interested In Armed Forces Health Professions Scholarship opportunities.
1undelstandthere is no obligation.
0 Army
0 Physician
0 Veterlnar/
0 Optometry
0 Navy
tJ PsycholOgy (PhD)'
0 Podiatry*
tJ Air Force
(please print)
Nam~«l--------'-~----~--,..-------Sextl M

persons are urged to register early
by obtaining and completing
registration forms available from
the
UNM
Training
and
Development Management Office
personnel department.
Persons who attend the sessions
are welcome to bring sack lunches.
Beverages will be provded.

{

PDUNGPHOTO
..
Pledges of A/phs Tau Omega Fraternity did cleanup work
on the Esst Sen Jose Community Center ss part of their

p~dg6WH~

Complete Line of
ARTIST SUPPLIES

ARMED FORCES

Many f!NM students, who tried to beat book!;torelines by
buying their texts during Christmas break, .found some
books to be missing or unordered.

A TO's work at center

Financial seminar scheduled
The free seminar, which is being
sponsored by the UNM personnel
department's
Training
and
Management Development Office
in cooperation with the Coronado
Credit Union and UNM Continuing
Education, is designed for all UNM
administrators and their spouses.
Enrollment is limited. Interested

~u•

Enrich your life
Meettoday's ·
challenges
Enrole in Bible

Part of service work

chez.

A seminar on financial planning,
entitled "The Money Garden: How
to Grow Dollars at Home in Your
Spare Time for Fun and Profit,"
will. be offered Tuesday and
Thursday, from 12:30 to 1:45 p.m,,
in Room 102 of the UNM
Mechanical Engineering Building.

.Taiwan

agree with the view that the
President's termination of' the
mutual,defense treaty with Taiwan
is illegal.
"The President has the clear
authority under the Constitution to
decide· on recognition of a
government. Constitutionally, he is
the nation's chief foreig~;~-policy
maker. In the Taiwan agreement,
tbere is a clause that gives either
side the authority to terminate the
treaty on one year's notice,"
Richardson said.
Richardson said the United
States still. has a major obligation to
insure .that the resolution of the
. Taiwan problem is a peaceful one.
"Taiwan has been a faithful ally
of the United States for over 30
years," he said. "In this connection, the Peking government's
recent conciliatory and peaceful
overtures to 1'aiwan are most

fare increase

Bus passes for the City's Sun-Tran bus system will go on sale at UNM
during the first days of the spring semester.
Students, facultY, and staff may purchase bus pass~:s at the Sun-Tran
information booth at the UNM Bookstore, Jan. 12, 15, 16, ail'd 17. The·
booths will be open from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
A University sem<Jstcr bus pass is $28, and allows a full-time student to
take unlimited rides anywhere in the Sun-Tran system d~.;ring the spring
semester. A University monthly pass is $8 for unlimited rides during one
calendar month.
To be eligible for a semester pass, the purchaser must be a full-time
student registered at UNM, T-VI or other accredited post-secondary
schools. A valid school identification must be presented at the time of
purchase. A full-time student at UNM is one who is taking at least 12 hours
of undergraduate studies or 6 hours of graduate work.
.
All semester passes will be11r a photo of the student taken at the time of
the purchase.
Commuter bus passes will also be on sale for part-time students, faculty
and staff for $11.00 a month. A regular adult fare is 35 cents.
Students who have paid for their bus passes through mail registration to·
Sun-Tran may pick up their pass at the bus booth.
Free route maps, scbedules and information Will be available at the
booth.

Student
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G~bacher, Shtva, Alkyds, . Univetsity
Wmsor-Newton, Rembrant,Liquitex,

Discount
'thIn·

We stock a large selection of:

WI

Brushes, Water-Color Paper,
Canvas, Easels, Ready-Made
and Do·lt·Yourself Frames,
Stretcher Bars, Pre-Cut -Mats
& fast CWitom-Cut Mat ~rvice.
Caliigraphy Supplies
Art Lessons
Cut Glass

•

~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~

Join:·alutQ, Otter,
Boon, D-Day and· the
rest of Delta House at·
. Ned's for a Toga
Party-

Registration Hours
·Mon., Jan. 15, 8:00a.m.- 7:00p.m.
Tue., Jan. 16, 8:00a.m.- 7:00p.m.

•

£1 attuintr Attar
9649 Menaul NE

(Menaul at Eubank)

Phone 299-0959

..

Regular Hours
Mon.-Fri. 8:00 a.m. - 5:00p.m.
Saturday 9:00'a.m. -1:00 p.m.
willl'esume W«Jdnesday

• Delta Punch,Cheerteadercordlaland other special drinks
• LoUie LoUie Dance contest with Prizes .
• costume contest with prizes for
• most auttJentlc Animal House costume
• sexiest costume
• most outrageous costume
• ChUQ·a·lug contest~

Tuesday, Jan.,.arv 16,
beginning at 8:30 p.m. at

.

'4200 central Southeast

.
.4
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History courses
offer instruction
in museum work

Watch

Two new history courses offering
ins.truction in archival administration imd internship activities in museum work, archival
management and historical editing
are scheduled for this semester.
History 411, an introduction to
archival administr;Hion
for
historians, will· include special
projects ancl fi~ld trips. Interested
students should contact Dr. James
T. Stensvaag in the history
department.
.
History 491, will provide a
supervised work experience in the
practical application of historical
skills. Training for interns will be
provicled ·in museum work, archival
management and historical editing.
Supervisor of the course will be Dr.
Elliot West.

out for
meter
maids
Students joining in the
bookstore crush parked
illegally across from the
bookstore, risking a fivedollar fine.

Out Entlte
Wln~et Stock

has It all

~~50% Off

Use our
convenient

lo.y-o.woy
pion
HoiJ(S

9.30- 6ffion ...·Thurs

q.JQ- 6frl
q.JO·OSoL
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The Cult.ural Program·Committee
AND THE ASSOqATED STUDENTS

POPEJOY HALL
AT THE UNIVERSJTY OF NEW MEXICO

*
*
*
**

Tickets Now Available For

MAGIC cmcus-

A program of mystifyihg illusions,
legerdemain and deceptions
Jan. 20, 21 - 1:30 & 3:30- Advance $2.00- Door $2.50

THE ROUND- EYED RUMPELSTILTSKIN-

Haig urges
NATO force
build-up
By PA'J'RICK SAGAL
u.S. Gen. Alexander Haig, Jr., commander of N~TO forces in
Europe told an Albuquerque Committee on Foreign Relations and Press
Club a~dience last Wednesday that global security is threatened by w~at ~e
termed "Soviet interventionism." Haig. cited South Yem:n, Eth10p!a,
Angola and Southeast Asia as countnes where the Sovtets have m·
tervened. 'He refrained from using more evaluative terms such as ex-·
pansionism, colonialism, or ~eo-i~perialis~.
.
Haig criticized recent Sovtet mtlttary budd-ups m Europe because t~ey
"exceed by a substantial margin what ~hey would need f<?rpurely de~enstve
purposes." Although he did not thmk. that the Sovt~ts would mv~de
Western Europe in the near future, he srud a correspondmg NATO buildup w,as desirable.
He added that the NATO countries have agreed to a 3 per cent increase
in spending each year, but did not say wl)ether he thought that this amount
would be enough.
Calling the past twelve months the "year of NATO," Haig said the u_.s.
has "reaffirmed its committment to the alliance" He said that tmprov<:ments such as standardizing weapons and better long range planning
have already begun.
Haig avoided questions concerning his political future, emphasizing that
his NATO resignation, effective the end of June, "does not relate to arty
political ambitions of mine. l have none." He also refused to answer
questions about his role in the final days of the Nixon administration,
when he served as White House chief of staff.
Mentioning his having met with Chou En-Lai before the vice premiere's
death, Haig stressed "consistency" of foreign policy as a "most essential
element in contemporary relations with China:"
A small group of demonstrators from the War Resis!ers League
protested Haig' s visit by carrying signs in front of the Wyoming gate to
Kirtland Air Force Base. A spokesman for the protestors said that Haig
was "a symbol of America's involvement in the escalation of the arms

King opposes increase
statement came in reply to a
question about support for the
New
Mexico's
newly- Board of Educational Financeinaugurated governor has an- approved tuition and fee increase at
nounced opposition to a tuition UNM.
.
hike at UNM, but University
Co~tacted about the statement, a
Pre,sident William Davis, a supporter of the hike, is showing little sp~kesp~rson ror th~ p~esid~?t's '
office sru.d Davts was · hesttant to
concern.
defy the governor but had. ~ot
In a December interview with the ~tered plans to support the tuttton
LOBO, then Gov,-elect Bruce King mcrease,
said he was "in opposition to an
The spokesperson said Davis
increase in the tuition." The justifies the tuition increase with
By ERIN ROSS

.
King requests
student.names

~9~5-" ASONM/GSA IO's. $3.00 Discount
Stunning Musical Liv~ from BWay.
Presented by the Cultural Committee
Feb. 23, 24- ·8: 15- Puqlic$15.00, $13.00, $10.00
Feb. 24 Mat. - 2: 15- Public $12.00, $10.00, $8.00
ASUNM/GSA !D's- $3.00 discount Feb. 23 eve &
Feb. 24 Mat. only. NoDiscountsSat. Feb. 24 eve
Tel. 277-312lfor Info.

•c
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·LUNCHEON SPECIAL

Course left off schedule

USE OUR CONVENIENT
DRIVE UP WINDOW
AT 1830 LOMAS AT YALE

2 Pieces of Golden Fried Chicken,
dinner roll, spicy beans and 7 up

OTHER LOCATIONS:
5431 Cen~r<ll NW
10015 CENTRAL NE
MONTGOMERY &
JUANTABO

11.39

HOURS:
11:00 AM TO 10:00 PM
SUN. THAll THURS.
1·1:00 AM TO 11:00 PM
FRI. & SAT.

1830 LOMAS NE

i

\\

RU

NAnONWIDE
SALE!

$69
'1
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Pioneer direct- drive
#TL~ fully automatic turntable
PL530

Sansui SR222
belt drive
manual turntable

$159

.

Pioneer CT-F4242
front loading dol by
cassette deck

ENGINEERING COURSES
FOR NON-ENGINEERS
.

Another fine Classics Theater Production
Feb. 1,2,3, - 8: 15- Adults- $5.50, $4.50, $3.00
.
Feb. 4 Mat. - 2: 15 . Student, Fac/Staff- $1.00 Discount·
Cultural committee presentation
Public- $12.00, $10.00, $8.00

==-=.:..,

~

CHICKEN

'
Gov. Bruce King's request for .name submission for a potential UNM
voting student regent has "surprised" ASUNM President Mimi Swason.
King, iti a Dec. 8 interview with the LOBO, asked UNM students to
submit "a name or ~o that we could consider" fqr potential appointment
of a voting student regent.
·
Informed of the request, Swanson said she was "surprised" King had
reached the point of requesting names. She said state student government
presidents should first meet to consider statewide continuity in appointment of student regents. "Then we could discuss names," she said.
ln a campaign pledge last October, King promised to work for appointment of a voting student regent at UNM.
At present, Swanson and GSA President Steve Maple ate ex-officio,
non-voting members of the Board of Regents.

Premiere production of a new
version of the classic fairytale.
By Albuquerque Children's Theater
·
Jan. 27, 28-1:30 & 3:30- Advance $1.50- Door $2.00

RUSSIAN FESTIVAL of DANCE-

,; "'

~··-~-~=======~·~~~~~·

GOLDEN FRIED .

race.''

OTHELLO-

coming year will rise generally by S support to a combined tuition and
per cent or more.'' Furthermore, fee increase adding $24 to the
the summary reports New Mexico •present $288 full-time resident
State University this year charges semester cost at UNM. Of the
$16 more in resident tuition and proposed $24 increase, $I 1.50
fees than UNM.
would come from a hike in tuition,
In the· past, the University has the remaining increase woulcl come
suppprted need for a tuition hike from a proposed increase in student l
with BEF figures showing state fees.
tuition revenue as a percentage of
In the Dec. 8 interview, King
expenditures has dropped from made no mention of the student
21.4 per cent in J970 to this year's fees increase.
12.9 per cent.
The interview was· published in
Las(, semester Dav~s_ aave h, is _last week's LOBO.
.

results of a survey conducted by the
National Association of State
Universities and Land Grant
Colleges.
A summary of the survey
released by the University Public
Information Office shows UNM
ranking ''23rd from the bottom''
out of 73 institutions in level of
tuition and fees charged resident
students,
·
··
The summary also states survey&
of the same 73' institutions "indicate tuition ·and fees for the

'

In response to a growing need for information on technology,
the College of Engineering .is of(ering the following courses for
non-technical. students 1this semester. These courses are design•
for -students in the humanities, social sciences,, arts, and
education. Only a minimal amount of mathematics is w~d
when needed to explain basic principles. All courses are for.3
credit hours. artd graduate credit is allowed except for
engineering majors. Further infonnation may be obtained
from the_UNM Bulletin or the Enginlltiring College Office.

f',

oo

ENGJ.\,322 • W.omen in Science & Engineering
ENGR,338- A1r Mgt. and the Environment
ENGR,340 ·Personal Computen
ENGR.380- Applications o[Nuclear Energy ·
ENGR 385 • Solar Energy Use

1T

2:00~3:15

MWJ.? 12:00·12:50
n l2i30-1:45
Tr '3i30-<f:45
8:00~9:15
Tl'
•
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Technics SU7100
35watts RMS
integrated amplifier

Technics 88 5000 A
2 way vented.~o--..... enclosure speakers

$119 ea

Sarisui G-3500
26watts per
channel stereo
receiver w/no
more than
0.1%THD

$99

CUSTOM HI Fl will beat a~y advontilold
prk:e ·from .tny •tereo dtiltr h1 the
UNITED STATES, CANADA, or ME~ICO ori
·new factory •••led. current- mode( aterto
equlpmant raQUiariv ltockad bv CUSTOM
HI Fl. ~ -.artioamanllhot you b!lft11 to
CUSTOM HI Fl mull be dated. wllhln 30

5005 Menaul Blvd.
.262·0858

diP of~aalllation.

i.,

Tllapo~cy ~allclf

IIPPIY lo atarao· daiMtrt, their amployHt
or th•tr lllin!Uaa •
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•the •faculty
•T-meeting,
VI said
"'!ntln~·~
the minutes were not inf19m page!

HOLMAN'S, INC.
features

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
HOLMAN'S
&. you
~tilt got

yourfroo

soh ware

packette~

Tl Programmable 58
Manufacture

Tl Programmable 59
Manufacture

Sug. List 1~4."

Sug. Llst299."

401 Wyoming N E * 265-7981
Hours Mon.-Fri. 8:00-5:30, Sat. 8:30·4:30
Engineering & Drafting Supplies, Maps, Technical Books

..

HOLMAN'S, INC.

dicative of a UNM "takeover." He said the minutes
were a secretary's summary of the original minutes,
and wen~ not meant to reflect "who controls whom."
Gross said his department. is only interested in
supporting assodate degree programs that, 1) "both
T-VI and UNM can be proud of"· and, 2) quality
programs which UNM's accreditation agency can
approve.
Gross also noted that it is not uncommon for the
engineering faculty to help other programs ''get off
the ground." He said faculty members have helped
establish survey courses at T-VI and have trained
technical employees for Los Alamos laboratories.
University Provost McAllister Hull said, German's
charges are "absurd.'' He said, "The University
hasn't even approved the associate degree proposal."
The Faculty Senate must approve the task force
proposal before the University can sanction the idea,
he said.
·
The senate was expected to review the proposal
entitled "Establishment of Minimum Requirements
for Awarding Associate Degrees by UNM," but the
measure was delayed in committee. The senate is not
expected to meet again until February.
Following Tuesday's board meeting, German also
handed reporters a copy of a memo from UNM's
Continuing Education Faculty Committee. The memo
stated the committee "does not recommend" that the
Faculty Senate adopt the a~sociate degree proposal.
According to the memo, the committee does not feel
the proposal meets community needs, and that an
' a~mission requirement clause of the proposal could be
detrim~ntal to University programs.

Committee Chairperson Laura Cameron, lecturer in
the department of mathematics and statistics, could
not be reached for comment on the memo.
In other developments, German has accused T-Vl
Vice President Louis Saavedra of a conflict of interests
involving Saavedra's application for a top l)NM
administrative post, Saavedra is rumored to be a top
candidate for the position of associate provost for
community education.
T-VI board member and UNM Student Union
Director Ted Martinez has been appointed to the
search committee for the post Saavedra is seeking.
German has said it is unethical for Martinez to remain
on the committee.
During last month's T-VI board meeting, Martinez
answered .German's accusations saying,· "I'm not·
surprised by German's statements. What I am surprised at is that it took him so long to begin his
campaign against the T-Vl staff and Saavedra over the
loss of the commuity college election."
Martinez said Gemtan, a strong supporter of the
commuity college, had taken the loss personally,
Later Martinez claimed Getman did not have a
master's of public administration degree, as German
!Jad told the public.
German said he had taken courses leading to an
M.P.A. degree, but did not yet have the degree.
More recently, in a memo to local media, German
said he advocated a move toward granting T-Vl
associate degrees, but T-VI should grant the degrees,
notU.NM.
.
In the past, T- VI has n·ot awarded associate degrees.

Now is the time to mak~ a great deal
on a TI ··programmable.
Proar•mm•bl• ''118/58 ·

Spliclell!l P•k•lt"
EI•Cii"onlc Engtn••rlflll

$10
REBATE
with
purchase
ofaTI-59.

· TI Programmable 59

TI Programmable 58

programs you write on handy magnetic cards. Addi·
tiona! ready-to-use programs are available through Tl's
Professional Program Exchange (PPX-59). Tl-59,
$30o.oo·.
The Tl-58 and 59 are versatile, computer-like tools
specifically designed for solving complex problems.
They can get you into programming quickly and easily
~allowing you to concentrate on learning While they
find the solutions. Both feature Solid State SoftwareTM
libraries with plug-in modules containing up to 5000
steps of prewritten programs. The Master library is
included with each calculator-an instant "tool kit" of
25 programs in key areas. Twelve optional
libraries are available.
·
See the Tl-58 and 59 at your dealer today
and take advantage of one ofthese limited
time offers.

A Texas Instruments programmable calculator can

make a big difference in the way you work this semester
... and in the years to come. And if you buy a Tl-58 or 59
between January 1 and February 28, 1979, you can take
advantage of a special money-saving offer.

Choose 2 FREE software Specialty Pakettes- a
$20 value-!Jhen you buy a Tl-58. Choose from:

• Mathematics
Electronic Engineering
• Statistical Testing
Civil Engineering
• Marketing/Sales
Fluid Dynamics
• Production Planning
Blackbody Radiation
• Astrology
Oil/Gas/Energy
~ 3·0 Graphics
· The economical Tt-58 key-programmable provides up
·u.s. suggested retail price:
to 480 program steps or up to 60 data memories. Tl's
1Specially Pok•ttcs do,not include plug·ln modules or magnetic cards.
Specialty Pakettes can help extend its usefulness with
ready-to-use programs written by professionals in a
wide variety of fields. Each pakette contains step·bY·
step program listings, applications notes, instructions ~ -· ..- and sample problems. f Just key• in the program you 1 0 I've bought my Tl·58. please send me these two free Tl pakettes:
need and you cah put it to work right away. Tl-58, only
$125.oo•.
.
•
•
•
•
•

1

Get a $10.00 rebate when you buy a Tl-59.
Extra savings on the most advanced handheld programmable calculator ever made. Up to 960 program
steps or up to 100 data memories. You can store the

Texas Instruments technolo,qybringing affordable electronics t{J your fingertips.

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
45626

GET CLIFFS NOTES

Stlldlo: Tt-51/stS~eclat onar. P.O. liD! 53. Lu~lloct, T•n• 71408.

Name:~-~---------------

-----u.:====,-----(from back of calculator)
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Please allow 3ll days tor dellvc,Y. Offer void Where prohibited by law. Offer good In U.S, only,
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is the·

butter
.This truck, parked nsar the
bookstore Saturday, seems
to have . ·enough bread to
feed a small army. And with
the prici'J of .butter these
days.•.

:..

Navajo ~chool project
receives BIA grant
A project designed to help upgrade science and math education in high
schools, elementary schools and mission schools attended by Navajo
children has received funding from the Bureau of Indian Affairs.
Th~ project is being conducted by the Nav~jo Community College in
Tsaile, Ariz., with a three-year $214,115 BIA grant.
The project's long"range goal is to increase the number of Navajos
entering scientific or technical careers. The· project is also geared "to raise
the Navajos' understanding of technical matters so they will be better
prepared to make technical decisons," said Professor Charles Beckel of the
UNM department of physics and astronomy.
Beckel is a member of the Navajo science committee's education subcommittee which originally proposed the project. The Navajo Science
Committee is headed by Dr. Fred Young, a UNM graduate whom Beckel
said may be the only Navajo with a Ph.D. in physics.
"The project will prepare the Navajo Nation over the long term in facing
technical problems," Beckel said.
.
- He said the project will be conducted iri three phases. The first phase will
be to assess the current science and math offerings at schools attended by
Navajo children. The second phase calls for the drafting of recommendations for improving such education. The third phase will be to
implement the recommendations.
A sampling procedure, involving schools in the Chinle, Ariz. region, will
be used in the assessment phase. Beckel said. ·
·

_____ _
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Ripped Off
on Automotive
Service?
•

t:!J)

•

IQ

....

Take a. course in Automotiue Consumer Economics I

'

Industrial Education 493.001
Tue. & Thor., 2:00·3:15 ·p.m·.

This course deals with automotive consumer information.
Some of the areas covered are: Purchasing a new or used car·
financing and insurance; automotive service; new car and
used car pricing; guide for consumer maintenance; and many
other areas. This is the first time this course has been offered
to undergrad•ates at UNM.
·

You Don't u.._~e ~o Park A City Bus
Bus passes on sale
.Don't let theparking situation around campus get you down. L~t SUN-TRAN,
Albuquerque's public transit system, bring you to school in style. (All of our
buses are air conditioned) Save money and energy at the same time.
SUN-TRAN representatives will be at the UNM Bookstore this week. Stop by
and ask us ~bout our university bus passes.·.lf you have already pre. :registered for a pass you can pick it up at this booth.
We ~ill have free bus information, schedules and maps for our new "GRID"
route system.

University Bus Passe_s J!or Fulltime UNM Students
888.00 a semester or 88.00 a month

City•----------------~-~

2. '"':--:7--"-=:--:::---:-~--:-~7.:-:-:--:--:--~----
I've bought my Tl·59, please send me mysto.oo rebate.
Texas Instruments will fulfill the offer you have •eieeted above when you: (11 '''"rn this completed
coupon, lncludill(l serial number, (2) otong With yo"' complete<! customer Information card
(packe<J In boN), and (31 a dated copy or proof of your porchase verifyiAO purchase or a Tl Pro·
grammable 58 or 59 (Whichever is applicable) betWeen Janua,y 1 and February 28, 1979 ltenn
mlltllt~ollrn•rtUIIII arllefore March7,111t,lt llllllfYiorlttfnpeclal oWer.
·

D

L-----------~-~--~----~~~~

.

•••m

FISTEIIDI
CliFFS liTES!

Address:-----~~-----~---~-~

1.-----------------

talculatorSerial Number ~·

© 1979 Texas instruments lntorpora~d

An eight-week course on D. H.
.Lawrence is one of about 200
courses to be offered this semester
through the UNM non-credit
course program.
The program, formerly known as
the UNM Community College, is
sponsored by the UNM Division of
Continuing · Education
and
Community Services.
: The course, "D.H. Lawrence,
Lady Chatterley, and .New
Mexico,'' begins Jan. 31 and is
open to all adults. The class will
meet on W.ednesdays from 7 to 9
p.m.
The course will cover Lawrence's
short stories, poetry, essays, letters
and various novels, including
"Lady Chatterley's Lover," "The
Man Who Died" and "St. Mawr."
·"Special emphasis will be placed
on Ll[l\yrence's stay in New Mexico
and on his relations with Dorothy
Brett and Mabel Dodge Luhan,"
said Herbert M. Orrell, course
instructor.
"Lawrence is one of the truly
great writers of the century.
Knowledge of his work is essential
for those who want to understand
our modem world/' he said.
Additional information can be
obtained by calling or visiting the
division's offices. ·

Exam time or any
time, Cliffs Notes
can help you eam
better grades in
literature. Our com·
plete stock tovers
most frequently
assigned novels,
plays and paems.
Get the ones you
need today.

State'~--~-~--~--~..4· t P ' - - - - -

rNC:ORI"ORAl'EO.

Lawrence
subject
of course·

Now all
we need

'

Commuter Bus Passes .For Faculty and Sttaff
and Part-Time Students
·
8l.1.00amouth

SUl\I-TRAlV AT·Ul\IM
January ;15, 18 and 17'

Ul\IM BOOKSTORE

~~

Call 766-7830 for more info:rmation

BOOKSEI i .ER
<'

..
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BYU Shoots Down 'Pack
Sharp~hooting
guards Danny·
Ainge and Scott Runia led BYU to
an 11-point halftime lead and the
Cougars ran a "delayed" offense in
the second half to defeat UNM l<JO..
83 in Provo Saturday afternoon.
The loss was the second in two
Western Athletic Conference games
for the Lobos and dropped their
overall record to 8-7. The victory
moved BYU's unbeaten streak at
home to ten games, their conference record to 2-0 and their
overall mark to 12-5.

~Out;

Ainge ancl Runia led a four-man in 12 and Everette Jefferson
scoring attack with 27 and 25 points contributed II for New Mexico.
respectively. Alan Taylor and Phfl Abney, who entered the
Devin Durrant had 20 points . contest averaging 19 points per
apiece.
game, was held to six points and
fouled out with 4:44 remaining in
·
Center Larry Belin poured in 25 thegame,
points to pace the Lobo scoring for
Runia connected on seven of nine
the second game in. a row. He
scored 29 on Thursday against first-half field goal attempts while
his backcourt partner Ainge hit five
Utah.
of six field goals in the first 20 ·
Mark Felix had 15 points, all in minutes to stake BYU to a 56-45
the first half, Andre Logan pumped lead. The Cougars, who came into
the game ranked seventh nationally
in field goal percentage at 54 peT"
cent, shot 76.9 per cent (20-26) in
the first half and 67.3 per cent (3552) for the game.

s.tudents'......
surpns1ng
undergraduate
10a)ors:
political science
sociology
geography
biology
history

•
•
•
•
•

civil engineering
business
economics
architecture
english*

i

HickQrysmoke sauce, cheddar chees~J
· onion and thousand isli:md

But the Cougars outscored New
Mexico 24-12 over the last eight
minutes with Runia contributing
nine points.
In the second half BYU ran a
delay offense which spread out the
Lobo defense and led to BYU
. layups and short jump shots.

.

'

In WAC Opener

•accepted to M.I,T.'a Graduate Department of Urban
Studies and Planning. Study large.scale design: environ·
mental planning and policy; neighborhood and community
development: regional economic development; planning for
developing countries; housin!l,o real estate, and land develop·
ment; transportation planning: analysis and design of public
service systems: analysis of organizational behavior and planning
for public institutions; family, population and social policy.
Deadline for applications Is February 15, 1979.

FRONTIER
BURGER SPECIAL
LAD AND FRIES $1.69
POULSEN PHOTO

Mark Felix hit 15 points in the first half against BYU, but
none in the second.

Utes Slug Lobos 101-90

Utah took advantage of the stantly open. Deane plugged in 35
Lobos sloppy defensive effort. In points, while sophomore center
the middle of the first half UNM Tom Chambers added 24.
trailed by only five, but Utah's
Deane hit all but three of his
finely-tuned offense rattled off nine
For informallon: call (617) 253•2028 or write: M.I.T., DUSP,
41-27.
unanswered
points
and
led
points
from the field.
Bldg. 7·333, 77 Mass. Ave., Cambridge, MA. 02139.
Deane and· Chambers did the
damage
Lobo defense in the
;iiiiiiiiiiiii/ii/ii/ii/ii/ii/ii/iiiliiiii/iiii/ii/iiiiiiiiii.iiLiiakie~,Ciiitiyi.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiji;, wasAlso
to
ttie
Lobo's
disadvantage
the fact that UNM had their first halftoasthe
Utah
built up a 51-39
playmaker, Russell Saunders sitting half-time lead. In the
second half it
at home.·
was Deane and senior guard Earl
Saunders was suspended in- WiUiams creating the Utes firedefinitely. by. Head Coach Norm power.
Ellenberger.
Besides Belin, the reliable' Iceman
Phil
Abney and the Highway man
Reserve Norm Cacy also did not
Everrette
Jefferson were able to
make the trip, but it was his
decision. Cacy quit the team. That provide the Lobos their offense.
left the Lobos with 10 players
But defense was the sore spot.
The Lobos came out with a 3-2 zone
making ~he road trip.
defense, shifted into their zone trap
Larry Belin, who haS been under and eventually relying on their
attack by Ellenberger for his lack of unreliable man-to-man.
defensive play, added plenty of
The Lobos only bril!ht spot was
· offense. He pumped in 20 points
before fouling out with 1: ll left in when they shut off sophomore
Danny Vranes and allowed him
the game,
only 12 points, four in the second
The Utes ·were led by senior half. He had been leading Utah
guard Greg Deane who was con-· with a 17 .S average.

.. ...

The Lobos thought they were
having troubles during their
preseason. But that was nothing
compared to the rude awakening
they received as they opened up
Western Athletic Conference play
with 101-90 loss to Utah in Salt

--

~·

Fr·i8rs . P.Ub.
proudly presents

..

T.K.O.
January 16 through January 28 (Mon·Sat)
.
9:00 pna to 1:30 ana
. ·
Happy Hour 4 to 7 pna
50-cdraft beer
. 70cwell drinks
pool tables • no cover charge • keg ••rvic:e

!r:
'I;

.

CONTACT:
.
The D~partmertt of Aerospace Studies
.

....

...._,--.

·~··

.
'

1901 Las Lomllli N.E. • Tel.: 277·4502

•

0

.266-6605.

6825 Lonaas NE
.,

'

1lyou hiiVo dlleost.rwo years or graduate or undergroduore educa·
Hon ohead, and you keep golfing clues thor your monev Is running
short, lhen a ""?'Year 1\lr Force ROTC scholarship rna~ be lhe SO!Ulfon.
currently were seeking young men and women who would like lo
serve their noffon as Air Force ortlcBIS. Consequenlfy, II you're majoring
In a selected, lechnlcal/non·lechnlcal, sclei)Hflc, nursing, or pre-.
medical field, or can quality for pilot, navigator, or missile training, 111en
you may be eligible for a fWI)oyear Air Force ROTC scholarship. The
scholarship pays your fulffon, lab tees, (plus Incidental fees), books,
and. &loo per monlhtax tree, And ~ II vou dan'I qualify tor 111e twoyear scholarship, you still receive the $100 a month while enrolled In
the Air Force ROTC rwo-year program.
.
·
What do we osk In rerum? Thill you serve Ame!lca or feast four years
as an Air Force officer. Your Air FOrce ROtC counselor nos lhe detailS
and quallflcaHon requlremenls. Check 11 our. It rnlghl even make your
education finances seem elementary.

Bore.

'

'

Goteway to a greai woy ~( life.
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Cagers Open WAC

by. Ed Johnson

Larry Belin

-

It used to be that Phil Spradling
would sit on the front row bench
behind the University Arc;na basket
and smile.
.
It. used to be that he talked of
building a Lobo dynasty- He used
to love to . tell people how all the
fans of New Mexico were going to
love him and how he handled a
basketball.
That's how it used to be.
Now Phil Spradling is apparently
giving
Northern Arizona's

POULSEN PHOTO

Russell Saunders in happitJr times.

b!ll>ketball program a try. There he
JOms tbe already departed Greg
Polinsky.
Polinsky, you remember, had a
beautiful jump shot from the
outside durjng practictt. Unfortunately during games it bad the
tendency to be as soft as a brick,
·
Add to that pair of unhappy
bench warmers, Norm Cacy, Cacy
hasn't said if he too will go to that
place where unbappy Lobps flock
to. (NAU), but he will not play for
Norm Ellenberger and company.
But these aren't the only
problems plagueing Ellenberger
during this college season which has
had more upsets than a little .kid
trying to learn how to ice skate.
Larry Belin, the Lobo's hotshooting center, had some communication problems with his
coach. Ellenberger was unhappy
with the defensive play of the 6-8
·
junior.
Russell Saunders, the Lobo's
Little General, was kept out of
battle and suspended indefinetly
after be was cited for shoplifting.
Fans bave been complaining
about the Lobos "easy" schedule.
The same schedule which ·has the
.Lobos sitting at 8-7. Then of course
there is the talk that Ellenberger is
definitelythrough as a coach at
UNM.
contlnuodonpoge15

SKOWHEGAN
DANSKIN.

SCHOOL OF SCULPTURE & PAINTING
SKOWHEGAN, MAINE

Tights
~

June 21-A.ugust 25, 1979.

'Accessories

Resident Faculty Frances Barth
Louise Bourgeois
Agnes Denes
Lois Dodd
Susan Shatter
Visiting Artists Robert Arneson
Chuck Close
Elaine de Kooning
Nancy Graves
Red Grooms
Fresco George Schneeman
Cummings Lecturer Lucy Lippard

PEACE CORPS
277-5907

Team entry forms for 3-on-3 and
regular team basketball are due at a
manager's meeting Friday, January
19th at 4 p.m. in room 124 of
Johnson Gym. Forms for either
event may be picked up this week in
the Intraumural office, Room 230
of Johnson Gym_

The clinic, which is open to. the
public, will consist of a classroom
session and a practical session.
The classroom session
Thursday, the 25tb at 4 p.m.
cover maintenance of skis
techniques and preparation
cross-country skiing,

on
will
and
for

The practical session will be on
Saturday the 27th at 9 a.m. in the
the Sandia Mountains.

custom-made rin s
$

sale

95

save$25'

0,-~l'

By RAY GLASS

Guys & Gal's Fashions from California
. At Wholesale Prices

Welcome Back Specials
r-----.....,
Fashion Jean~
Men's Shirts
Knit Ski
From

From

$6.1

$4.

Caps
.7SC

50

Gal's Fashion Tape $1. with any purchase of $3.00 or more
00

(limit one per customer)

·

266·6872

(Corner of cornell & Central Across from UNM).

Willie Howard, the 6-foot-8
forward who played forUNM from
1976-78, was arrested by APD
officers Thursday night for failure
to pay traffic violations. Howard
had $380 worth of unpaid traffic
violations •
. A· check with · the. police depar•
tment Friday afternoon showed
that Howard had been released
. from jail on bail.
Earlier in the week starting guard
Russell Saunders was cited for
shoplifting at a local record store.
He was· subsequently suspended
· from the basketball team for an
indefinate period of time by head
coach Norm Ellenberger,
Saunders was supposed to return
to practice Sunday but did not show

10%·

20-50% SAVINGS

. On AU Danskin .

Camp 7 • Wool,rlch • Trailwise
(Parkas, Ve;o~ts, Sweatehi,
flalB, Sleeping Bags)
Starts Jan. 2nd.

TRAILMAS'I'ER

5401 Central N~ ·

.

~

Custom features for women

BOOTS
Ladies' & Men's

Student Discount

. 266•+lll

•

..

OUTDOOR
CLOTHING SALEf

Jt•st cn~t u-r J~lrst Natilmal Dmr1k

---• •' ·c~·~•~-~~-----~-~---o-._~"""-~"""->==.=.-•"--=~~=---ri._h..:...__.._~~=•-•~-"-'·--•-•O

FRYE

Up.

·Righ Quality Brand Names:

71 First Plaza Galeria
F~r appointments
call 242·2300
·open Mon·Sat 9am·&pm

277:3Aoi3L

Ex-eager Arrested.

California Fashion
Outlet

~~----~~--~

Tbe cross-country clinic will be
held January 25th and 27th in
Room 124 of John~on Gym under
the direction of Klaus Weber,
UNM's cross-country ski coach.

Join the

student-to-student
counseling and
crisis intervention

Willie Howard was arrested for non-payment of traffic
ViOlatiOnS.
. FISHER PHOTO

A former member o.fthe UNM
men's basketball team became the
second Lobo or ex-Lobo to run
afoul of the Albuquerque Police·
Department Last week.

S.E.

Men's basketball and a crosscountry ski clini11 head the list of
activities planned for the last half
of January by tbe intramural
department.

John DeMmon

For Information Joan Franzen, Director
329 East 68th Street
New York, N.Y.10021
2121861-9270

2324~Central

Press Row

3-on-3 Basketball,
Ski Clinic Top IM

hair
styling

For Advanced Students
Limited Scholarships
Full 9 Week Session Only
Deadline: February 28

5·

Leotards

Brigham Young dumped Texas- New Mexico pumping in 29 points
The Western Athletic Conference
El
Paso 80-56, then clobbered New and was named the T.V. player of
got its 1.979 basketball season
Mexico
on regional television 100- the weekunderway this weekend with a full
90, then got past the Miners 77-69.
schedule ofgames.
In Laramie, the Wyoming
Tbe Utes were led by senior Greg
Both Utah schools grabbed a pair
of wins to start tbe season off right . Cowboys treated newcomer San Deane who ripped the nets for 35
. Diego State to a taste of WAC play, points against New Mexico.
as the Cowboys bounced theA;z:tecs ~gainst tbe Miners, the Utes had to
78-71. In a non-league game, fight off a last-minute rally. Utalt
Wyoming ripped Nevada-Las had led by as much as 20 in the
second half before the Miners
-Vegas 84-70.
continued frOm page 14
Las Vegas did manage to beat the rallied to make the score closer. than
Colorado Sta.te Rams 90-85 in Fort expected.
It seems, tbough, that EllenCollins,
then Saturday night in Fort ·
berger has always been under fire.
For the Wyoming Cowboys, it
Collins,
the Rams clipped the
Even last year's NCAA tournament
was
forward Lonnie Buckner and
loss to Cal-State Fullerton had Aztecs 82-76.
guard
Charles Bradley doing the
Cougar freshman Devin Durrant
people complaining that Ellen•
damage.
Bradley plugged in 24
berger didn't use Marvin Johnson and sophomore Danny Ainge led points, Buckner added 19 a.~ the
the Cougars in their two romps.
enougl:l. .
'Pokes out-manned San Diego
Ellenberger kept trying to make a Durrant had 18 points against the State; Wyoming out-bounded tbe
point guard out of Polinsky, when Miners and 20 against the Lobos.
Ainge pom:ed in 16 in the UTEP Aztecs 43-32 as the Cowboy defense
he didn't quite fit that role.
It's hard to think of a time when game and then went wild against kept the Aztecs to a poor 30 per
cent shooting performance from
there was ever peace and quiet
field.
the
during the time of year when Lobo
basketball becomes Albuquerque's
favorite subject of talk.
And the talk this time around
comes mostly with question marks.
''What's wrong with the Lobos7"
"Why can't they beat that ZOI}e?" riiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~
"Who is at fault?"
There's probably nothing wrong
with the Lobos. At least nothing
that hasn't been on the scene since
Carlisle Gym housed those Lobos
of the past.
Wben you give people a little
taste of success, like a trip to the
NCAA tourney, they don't want to
live without it.
What they have to realize is that
·this year's team is not last year's
nationally-ranked squad. Tbey are
not nearly .as predictable as when
Marvin Johnson, Michael Cooper
and Willie Howard were blazing the
nets.
You never know what this year's sw.••... hair profenlonels. We work to
team is going to do next. Last year give you an easy-care deaign that's
they were expected to win. This right for you. The cost is right, too.
year the fun comes in. !eying !O T!Jday's styles for men at
decide when they are gomg to wm
.
'- -.
or lose.
Things just ain't what they used
to be.
But what the hell, people might
as well have fun with what they've
got. After all, it's only a game.

.•~

SigA of. ~he

20°/o
Off
lobo

f11pC~0d IDaiclCfl
2937 Monte Vista. NE
(On the

2120Central SE

men's
.c:A3·6954 ShOp

On sale are our men's
tmditional Siladium® rings an~
selected women's IO"kamt
gold rings. These rings arc cuswmmadc individually for you. They arc an
exceptional buy at the price of $59.95. You get your
choice of many custom fe.atures. Come see them today.

THE JJRTQ1RVED AEPRESENTATIVE has a large C<lflectlon of. college rings. Ask to see ihem.

JIRTQ1~~_Q
O.posll required. Ask aboul Master Charge or Visa. •savings vary.slighlly from style lo slyle.

2 days only!
2122 Central SE
IJORE ~~~ss from

....
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Departments co.mbine
for women's studies

Dump Ft. Lewis 25-18

Wrestlers Overcome Cold-Temperatures
By ANDREW CARDONA
The road trip was plagued wHh
cold temperatures and snow but a
UNM wrestling team hot for a
victory upset Fort Lewis College
with a big win in the heavyweight
. class to capture a 25-18 victory.
The only complaint the Lobos
had was the weather conditions at
Durango, Col. Other than that, the
UNM squad was smiling broadly
after picking up their first win of
the young season.
UNM wrestling Coach Ron
Facobsen described the contest as a
close match between the two
schools.
The lead changed on several
occasions during the course of the
match. Then an unknown Lobo
heavyweight with two team points

against him faced his Forst Lewis
opponent.
lt was Octavia Sotelo in his
collegiate debut as a heavYweight
who clinched the Lobo victory over
the Colorado school· by pinning
Dave McBee late in the second
period of their scheduled threeperiod mate~.
The UNM junior who transferred
from. Pima Junior College in
Arizona last year said, "The only
problem I encountered against
McBee was his strength.''
The UNM wrestling coach was
impressed by the performance of
the architecture student.
He said, "He's dedicated to the
sport and is a hard worker,"
Soelo is not one to rest on his
laurels, He realizes the work ahead

Georgia O'Keefe
Reg. $16.95, now $13.50

All Calendars!
15%off
135 Harvard SE
266·2333
10-6 M-F 12-5 Sat.

Contemporary Feminist Theory
and Psychological Development of
Women are two of the courses
being offered by the women studies
program at UNM this semester,
Most of the courses are offered in
cooperation with other departments
at UNM and credits earned may be
applied to meet requirements in
those dep~trtments.
Other
courses
include
Introduction to Women Studies;
History of Women 1789- Present;
Women in Sports; Women and

of him if he plans to continue
· wrestling at UNM. .
He admitted that he is slightly
overweight and that coach
Jacobsen never intended to use him
. the 200-po_und class.
"In junior college I wrestled at
190 pounds, l felt comfortable and

strq_nger at that weight,"
Coach Jacobsen has hinted that
he would like to use the UNM
junior in the empty position created
by the loss of 177-pound Jeff'
_Peterson. ·
·
The UNM junior.says, "It will be
difficult but I'll try to make weight •
at 177 pounds."
Other ·victors included Arthur
Delacruz; co-captain, Gary Hines;
Clarence Laster and co-captain·
Paul "Yogi,e" Marfiz.
The UNM coach mentioned that
he shifted his wrestlers from their
present weight class to the next
higher c~ttegory.
He added, ''I was pleased with
the way they· handled this·
situation."

NOW HERE THIS EO"ORIAL SUBMISSIONS POLIC'I: Any
chonor6d orgsnlutltHJ or campus group ,n11y submit an·
nounctlmtHJt3 of 111/'snts or 5ptJclfll. mutlngs to (hr~
ntJWsroom, Room 138, M•rrOn H11/l. _1'htl LobD wfllatts.mpt t_o
p1Jb/fsh notices the- dsy bsfore tmd the dfly of the meeting
but NO GUARANTEE OF PIIBLICATION IS M~DE. 'The
editors suggest rhst group$ Wishing to puhllclziJ importtlnt
e11ents purcht18B 11pproprl11t6 sdvert/Sing to guar•ntee
publication.

The Wagon Wheels Square
Dance Club meets every Thursday
from 7 to . 9 p.m. in the SUB
Ballroom. Everyone is welcome.

Romero sent Gutierrez to the amateur title .that was available to
canvas in the second round but he me."
managed to get up and complete the
He added, "The only goal left
· Victor Romero, a local prize last two rounds.
was the 1980 Olympics and I didn't
fighter, advanced one more rung on
The local featherweight won by a want to wait till then."
the ladder toward his goal, "to unanimousdecision.
Local boxing coaches have
become the featherweight chamRomero, is now 2-0 as a prize criticized Romero for becoming a
pion of the world."
fighter, decided to enter the pro-boxer at a young age. They felt
Romero, who is a UNM student professional ranks after he had won the "kid" should have gained more
majoring in recreation, scored an the Junior Olympic title last year in · experience in the amateur ranks.
impressive second round knockout Oklahoma.
The UNM student replied that
victory over Francisco Pico of Los
He says, ''There was no future as age is a significant factor for a proAngeles, Calif., in their scheduled
"A 21
ld
four-round match at the prestigous an amateur. I had won every boHxer.
e says,
t -years-a most
Silver Slipper gambling casino in
T. ·
·
boxers start to peak. To wait any
1
Las Vegas, Nex.
..
.
1 ~m""-~ ..)_pngsr. _.J,,;J!o.'!!!L,.,_. !!ave deprived
· ':'f.he ·. 19-Y~awold prize fighte·r :.,. · ·.'· · !.!1)~,~-·--·· · · ~; · · "''~niyselfoftliosepnmeyears."
vividly recalled the KO punch; "I
His step-fatherand train.er Jose
caught him with a right hand to the
Turrietta says, "He has all the
body that sent him toward the
·
qualities of a champion. He moves
ropes. I started to rush him; then, I
The UNM Karate Club is for- fast and has a quick jab."
stopped. If I wouldn't have he ming a tournament competition
He added, "I like to match him
would have clinched me. I hit him team.
with bigger opponents because of
with a left to the head, then I
The club's chief instructor, Gary his speed."
noticed he was we.aving. 1 came at Purdue is looking for new club
Since his win in Las Vegas, the
him with a right. I connected with a members to take part in tour-· UNM boxer had an offer from a
left to the jaw and that was it. He naments.
promoter in Los Angeles to fight at
went down and out!'
Purdue said, "Karate isn't going the Olympic Auditorium.
He added, "He hit me only once. out and blasting someone. Karate is
He hinted that he will decide
e had a good right hand but he good, solid, controlled technique, against the offer because of a
couldn't catch me."
whether you have a real opponent conflict with school.
Romero attributes his success to or an imaginary one." ·
"They scheduled the fight on a
his arm reach which is longer than
The club works out in Carlisle week-day and it interferes with
most featherweights.
Gym,
Room 101, from 6:30 to 7:30 school.
In his pro-debut last July against Monday,
Tuesday and Thursday.
He mentioned that he would like
Carlos Gutierrez of Juarez, Friday sessions • are in Johnson to fight locally, "but right now
Mexico, Romero says, "I caught Gym, Room 176, Room 17 , from there isn't .enough interest in pro6
him the same way. Using my reach 6 to 8.
"'
boxing."
.
"
"The amateurs draw larger
crowds than the professionals."
Romero pointed out that
Albuquerque is deeply rooted in' the
SPECIAL OFFER
'Latin-culture and pride.
He said, 'If a Chicano fighter like
myself becomes nationally· ranked,
people in the local area will notice
and develop interest in the sport.''
py ANDREW CARDO~A

Registration
Special Hours

The director of a UNM School of Medicine
program, which is designed to help keep doctors in
New Mexico, has been cl!osen to help apply the UNM
model nationwide.
Dr. Martin Kantrowitz, director of the UNM
Continuing Medical Education Program for National
Health Service ~orps physicians, will s~end 197~ in
the Health Serv1ce Corps headquarters m Rockville, ·
Md.
"The UNM project, one of three in the country,
links physicians and paramedics in rural areas with
medical school faculty,'' Kantrowitz said. "This helps
keep the rural- based doctors from feeling

professionally isolated, ~tnd encourages them to
remain in their communities at the end of their two·
year Health Service Corps contracts."
Funds for the project have come from a grant to the
UNM medical school from the National Health
Service Corps.
·
Among the UNM services provided have been a tollfree hotline to Kantrowitz's office at the Medical
School for immediate consultations and referrals and
a circuit-riding program where UNM ·faculty' visit
corps physicians in their communities and bring them
requested medical books, educati.onal literature and
research papers.

A Schlotzsky a Day Keeps the
Hungries Away!

Surgeon
to speak

Romero Comes 1 Round Closer
.To World Championship Goal

BOOKSTORE·

Health Care; Women and the Law;
Women in Literature; Women in
Science and Engineering; La Mujer
Chicana; Women and the Arts;
Immigrant Women; Literature of
Women· in the Southwest and
Sexism in Education.
A graduate seminar on the
history of women is designed to
acquaint students with recent works
and the varied methodologies
relating to the. history of women.
Undergraduate students with a
particular background in the ·
subject are also encourgaed to seek
admission to the course.
Five undergraduate seminars will
be held from January through
March. Topics include Women in
Africa; Black Women Writers of
the U.S.; Third World Women;
Heterosexism and the Oppression
of Women, and Racism.

Medical school offers
help to rural physicians

Ka11'81e

.· · g·
Fonn11

The Radiologic Technology and
Nuclear Medicine Technology.
Programs' application deadline is
Jan. 31. Application forms and
information regarding these
programs · may be obtained by
visiting the Radiologic Sciences
office Room B05 in the Basic
Medical Sciences Building.

Dr. H. William Scott, chairman
of the department of surgery at
Vanderbilt University School of
Medicine for the past 26 years, will
be.the Alpha Omega Alpha speaker
for 1979 at the UNM School of
Medicine.
·
Scott is past president of the
American Surgical Association and
the American College of Surgeons,
and is a specialist in surgery of the
gastrointestinal tract and the
adrenal glands.
Quring his visit, Jan. 18-20, he
will m~tke surgical rounds with
medit;al school faculty and students
at the Bernalillo County Medical
Center and at the Veterans
Administration Medical Center and
will present two surgical teaching
sessions.·
. The Alpha Omega Alpha lectures
will be 5 p.m. Jan. 18.

sandwich shops
We feature just one sandwich ••• it's that good!

The Schlotzsky!
Accept no substitutesky!
Call ahead for carry outs and quicker service.
Open seven days a •eelr.
·Now a •econd location •
5901 Central NE
just !West of San Pedro
255·1223

2114 Central SE
just !West of Yale
842·9597

.

..

OPEN TONIGHT

TIL7:00 PM

-While· everyone else is out·in space,
CAT STEVENS br~ngs you:
Ten powerful new songs
from the musical force
who's touched all of us.
A blend of potent ballads
and rhythmic rockers.
A showcase of his
many' talents, all with t"at
unmistakable Cat Stevens
sound.

'

Please
Present

CASH

ID Card

NO CHECKS
PLEASE
EACH, 8% x 11, 20 lb. WHITE

EACH, 8% x 14, 20 lb. WHITE

-On A&M Records

WHILE YOU WAIT
• prompt, courteous service • convenient off-street parking • collating and
stapling, dr.illing and binding !additional charges) • ·open seven (7) days a week to
give you more service • offset printing, typesetting, artists, creative design.
DATACO'S concept fol' the operation ofa copying and printing business
is SERVf.CE . •. NOW . .. WHEN YOU NEED IT! And enoughequipinent,
ability, and trained personnel to handfeal/yourcopyingandprinting needs.
_,,~

243·2841
1712 t.omas NE ;

.~.!!~~~ [j) .
AlfAigt!IS Resei\ted

C~T~CQ, InC.
~rinting ;co~~ing

end moiling

CORNI:R of UNIVERSITY AVE & LO~AS NE

·

Come by and_register for a houseful'of plants to be given
away S~t. January 20th. Plants supplied by the Plantation
2511 San Mateo NE 262-2695

lportape

.

Classical Shoppe 256-7200
.

4.ss

..
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Croz~ Horse lacks forceful personali\Y

ARTS

Cra7.y Moon
Crpzy Horse
RCA-3054

the group. (Billy Talbot on bass, most of the time, and ends up
R.alph Molina on drums) has embarrassing himself and the
continued on. Crazy Moon, their listener witb his lack of self·
By JOHN CAPUTE
return to the studio as a solo since consciousness.
Though mainly known as Neil 1972, is disappointing, Without the
BiUy Talbot's songs evoke some
Young's back-up group, Crazy forceful personalities of a Young or of the 'work of the group with
Horse has, with the release of Crazy Whitten to front them, and, more Whitten. While Molina's songs fall
Moon, recorded three solo albums. importantly, to write songs, the back
on
Firefall
type
The first two are long out-of-print group has to rely on their devices--flutes, saxes-..,.Talbot
and can only be found on rare songpenning and vocalil!ing talents. stays with the basic electric guitar.
occassions in the $1.98 bin, Which Tbus, the record is torn' in tbree "Dancin' Lady" is propelled by
Ralph
Molina's Sarnpedro's chugging guitar, and
is too bad, for their first record, directions,
featuring legendary sidemen Jack America-Firefall MOR pablum, "New Orleans" has nice interplay
Nitzsche and Nils Lofgren, is one of Billy Talbot's Cajun rockers, and between Sarnpedro and guest Neil
rock and roll's overlooked classics, Frank Sampedro's country- Young, very reminiscent of the
thanks
to
guitarist-singer- rock'n'roll leanings. The album Whitten-Young days, as well as a
songwriter Danny Whitten's suffers by this lack of direction. horn section right out of The
modest genuis for melding catchy Molina comes off as the worst Band's Rock Of Ages.
melodies and honest straight· offender, ~n two of his songs,
Sampedro's tunes are the only
forward lyrics to a dancable "Love Don't Come Easy'' and ones that stand on their own as
"End Of The Line," he manages to originals. "Downhill," with its
rock'n'roll beat.
combine
the worst of America and scary vibrato drenched lead guitar
Whitten died of a heroin overnarry
Manilow,
with complete by Neil young, is the best cut on the
dose in 1973, was replaced by
seriousness,
Molina
sings off key album. "Lost and LonelyFeeling"
ne•ncomer Frank Sarnpedro, and
and"Too Late Now" are foottapping country songs, with great
unaffected singing by Sampedro.
'She's Hot," which leads off the
album, has forgettable lyrics, but
rocks like nothing else on tbe
record, Sampedro~s guitar pushing
it along and another lead by Neil
Young.
What Crazy Moon and Crazy
(including the summer session)
Horse need is a dominant personality to take the place 'Of Danny
·
Whitten.

Send o Subscription!
~10 for. a full _year
~5 for one semester
You con hove the
New mexico Doil_y Lobo
moiled to on,y US od. dress for these rotes.
To place your order by mail send
it to UNffi Boll 20, Albuquerque.
New mexico 87131. Or you may come
to our business office In ffiorron
Hall room 131, that's at the corner of Redondo and Yale NE.
behind the Journalism building.

l
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SE, AI!UqoMque, 11M 871061 505• •-3733

ACROSS FROM JOHNSON GYM

••\

'

January 15 through 21
MONDAY: Nothing scheduled
TUESDAY: Nothing scheduled
WEDNESDAY:
Janelle Sci alia recital, recorder and Baroque flute, Keller Hall, 8:15p.m.
THURSDAY:
Junior recital, DonnaNossett, clarinet, Keller Hall, 8:15p.m.
FRIDAY:
.
Play, ''Minor Loss," by Jim Graebner, Vortex Theater, 8 p.m.
The New Mexico Brass Quintet, Keller Hall, 8:15 p.m.
Marshall Tucker Band Concert, civic Auditorium, 8: I 5 p.m.
SATURDAY:
.
Magic Circus, starring Michael McCormick, Popejoy Hall, 1:30 and
3:30p.m.
•'Minor Loss," see Friday
Graduate recital, Alan To loth, flute·, Keller Hall, 8:15 p.m.
SUNDAY:
Magic Circus, see Saturday
"Minor Loss," see Friday

-

CONTINUING EVENTS:
Fine Arts Gallery, Upper Gallery, highlights of the print collection- a
fifteenth anniversary exhibition to be shown through Feb. 18.
Jonson Gallery, Gwen Peterson- serigraphs, to be shown through Feb.
1.

Muwell Museum of Anthropology, Kuna ~ndian Women's art, continues until March 4. Also at Maxwell a semi-permanent collection in tbe
Kiva area called Prehistoric Southwestern ornament, a display of
prehistcric jewelry.

The ·Marshall Tucker Band
The concert will go on, however,
concert is to be held, as scheduled, · and everyone attending will be
next Friday at the Civic searched except the three people
Auditorium.
named in the suit.
There was some doubt as to
whether the concert would be held
Toy ·caldwell on lead, acoustic
or not as a result of a suit filed over and steel guitars and vocals; George
the consitutionality of the blanket McCorkle on rhythm and acoustic
searches imposed before concerts
held at the Civic.
The blanket searches were
declared unconstituitional in a U.S.
District court on Friday after
Albuquerque Mayor David Rusk
said the concert would not be held
without the searches.

COMMERCIAL 4RT SUPPLIES /LETRASET I FORMATT I CHARTPAK
ART & CRAFT SUPPLIES/DRAFTING SUPPLIES/PICTURE FRAMING

2510

Arts events

morshoJI Tucker still

,. •••••••••••••••• ,
••
••
•• 10X discount ••
••••
•
•
to
••
••
•• all students ••
•• & Teachers wlth.current I. D. ••
••
••
••
••
•• California Art Supply,ln.c• •
•L
•••••••••••••••••
•

.•

PEC to.continue SUB mini-Concerts

on

guitars; Paul Riddle on drums;
Tommy Caldwell on bass and
background vocals; Jerry Eubanks
on flute, suophone, background
vocals and percussion and Doug
Gray on lead vocals and percussion
have just recorded their seventh
album Together Forever.

Campus Crusade
for Christ
Kickoff Meeting:
·Thursday, January 18 at 7: 00 pm
Room 340 Family Practice Bldg.
Medical:Center North Campus

For more information call:.
266-2343

Sol Hurok, famed theatrical from the student senate. Its main
impressario, once explained his source of revenue comes from. the
ideology to a friend: "If people large concerts it sponsors •. Other
aren't going to .patronize your show sour~es of revenue are received
there's no way to stop them,"
through rental of spotlights and
leasing and sub-letting the billboard
The Popular Entertainment on Girard and Central N.E.
Committee on campus is trying to
overcome this problem with the
Mini-Concert
Series.
PEC
Tbe profit range is from $1,500
Chairman Marcel Lucero said
"Our goal .is to provide a wide to $2,000 on large concerts while
variety of entert~inment for· the average loss is $700 on Ministudents and not interfere with Concerts. The. Subway Station
other campus activities. We try to balances between losing money and
keep the price of our activities at a breaking even. Lunch-time enreasonable rate, especially the Mini- tertainment is free and consists of
Concerts. Unfortunately we bands and folk groups in the games
haven't received the type of area, in the basement of the SUB. It
provides entertainment for those
feedback it haS deserved.''
students who are unable to attend
Mini-Concerts were a new ac· the evening activities.
tivity PEC introduced last semester.
They are held on a monthly basis in
the SUB Ballroom and they feature
PEC donated $1,400 to the
upcoming performers; This Alumni Association from the Pablo
semester they will be held on an Cruise Homecoming Concert. The
irregular basis and will be ad- profit from concerts is used to
vertised accordingly.
provide a wide spectrum of music.
PEC
sponsored 20 large scale
PEC is a non-pro fit organization
events
last
semester.
which does not receive any money

The facilities available to PEC
are the University Arena, Popejoy
Hall, Johnson Gym, tbe Subway
Station and the SUB B;lllroom.
The Football Stadium is no
longer one of ,pEe's faciltities. A
moratorium was placed on it four
or five years ago due to some
trouble at an Ol!tdoor concert. PEC
hopes to use it in the future.
PEC is a full time operation run
entirely by students. Lucero is a
student .employee and is the only
member who receives a salary. Tbe
other members are reimbursed for
their .time with complimentary
tickets for their activities.
PEC has eight members, three
assistant members and one
volunteer, most of them full time
students.
George Gesner is presidential
advisor for PEC and David Epstein.
is a senate representative. Gary
Golden, assistant dean of student
activities, is also an advisor for

Bo.Ys sink in 'BrnzH'

PEC. He is responsibile for the
University Ticket Agency, contracts
with promoters and is in charge of
the concert facility on tbe day of the
show.
Golden said "PEC is running
smoothly this year. We will try to
sponsor one concert a month.''
Lucero said "PEC has given me
the opportunity to deal with the real
world business situation. It has
been able to function independently
with no outside assistance."

·student
Directories

Student art
wanted by

LOBO
The LaBO is going to begin
to run poetry and photographs
by UNM students. We feel that
tbere is a lot of talent within the
University community and
would like to el!pose that talent.
Please submit work to the arts
editor. Photographs must be
black and white prints.

10~

Plua Cu11•nt Swd•nt ID
Stud•nt Dlr•ctorl•a will go on IGI• b•glnnlng Jan. 15th at th•
UNm Bookato,. and th• atud•nt Information c•nt•r In th•

sua.

Jan. 14, 15 & 16

THE THIN ltAN

IMJman In
/he/lunas

(Sun, Mnl. 31201 7130

The Boys From Brazil
20th Century Fox
120 minutes
Coronado 4 Theater

Jan.17 & 18
9:30

THE THIN MAN
{Sun, Mat, 5:20) !.1:30

Albuftucrquc Premiere

By JOE WESBROOK
For ze first fifteen minutes or zo
of "Ze Boys From Brazil" I vas
sinking, "now zis is not too bad.''
Zere vas excitement, humor, intrigue, sings zat attract your attention unt hold it..
,
. ...
Yen ze opening sequence is kaput
- ze young Jewish boy vit ze curly
hair is done in by ze nasty nazis zo is ze rest of ze movie. Vunce you
realize zat Gregory Peck unt
Lawrence · Olivier are really
speaking like zis, zen ze movie
begins unravelling, like a tired old
rug.
Ze idea for "Ze Boys From
Brazil" is remotely plausible .
Gregory Peck plays Dr. Josef
Mengele, ze Nazi most responsible
for ze wartime atrocities. Mengele
has managed to clone 94
reproductions of ze Fuhrer at his
jungle laboratory in Paraguay. Ze
boys have been scattered. zruout
North America unt Europe, Jiving
vis suitably Aryan families emphasis on ze civil servant fazzer
unt ze doting muzzer.
Lawrence Olivier plays ze Nazi
hunter - aging Jewish revenge
figure. His language is even vurse
zan mine because he is speaking
Yiddish too. Olivier gets vind of ze
plot to kiU ze 94 adopted fazzers of

Dona Flor
and her two
husbands
fSut & Sun ~tat '3:15 & 5:201
Jan. 19-25

·UNM Student Health
Insurance

Open enrollment period now for all students
not presently covered. Students who purchased
coverage only for the fall semester must enroll
again. Enrollment period is Jan. 15th thru Feb.
5th. Coverage effective until August 21, 1979.
Enroll at: UNM cashier's office;
Student Health Center on Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays from 1-3 p.m.;,
or mail application and check to the
local office at. the address below.
.
ze clones. He does not understand.
He goes in zearch of clues.
Vile zearching for clues, Olivier
meets Peck at a varmhouse in
Pennsylania. Ze climax is too much
to believe. Ve are left vis ze feeling
zat it may be more vunderbar to let
ze sleeping Nazis lie.
Nazis.

Clones.

Pennsylvania. Dobermans.. Yes,
Virginia, zere are Dobermans too.
Unt ze biggest vun is zis movie. But
how do you bark in a German
accent?

Keystone Life Insurance Company ·
2625 Pennsylvania N .E. Suite 200
Albuquerque, N .M. 87UO
telephone:

Paraguay.

KUNm this week
MONDAY:
. ..
.
. ,
12:15 A Luncheon Slice of Information: "Dream Power,' Dr. Ann
Faraday on dream analysis. .
TUESDAY:
.
.
. .
. ,
12:15 A Lucheon Slice of Information: "Listener Assess.ment,' a
phone-in show in which you tell us what you think the most Important
issues are.
WEDNESDAY:
.. . . • .
..
. . ,
12:15 A Luncheon Slice of Information: "Options: Power, Alternative power sources ai work in daily life.
THURSDAY:
.
.
.
d A· ·
12:15 A Luncheon Slice of Information: "Manusm an
mencan
Intellectual History," Lee Baxandall discusses his career.
FRIDAY:
.
.
•
. h'
"T
f
12:15 A Luncheon Slice oflnformation: "Options: N1g !Jme, our o
the American night on your radio, about anxiety and fear·
SATURDAY:
.
.
. ld , ·M·• h 1
9 Folk Festival USA: "A tribute to Malvma Reyno.· s, . JC ae
Cooney hosts and Pete Seeger, Steve Goodman, Country Joe MacDonald,
Faith Petrie, Larry Hanks and Margie Adam are featured.
SUNDAY:
IO Options in Education: ''Adult. Illiterates," Parts land II.
..
II Something Classic: A six and one-half hour program of classical
music.
. .
h f "J t
9:30 Jazz Revisited: "Parallels," three recordmgs eac o . us .a
Gigoloh and "Deed r t>o.''

DISCO AT
mOLLY SLADES
FREE dance lessons ffion. 9:30pm

ladies Night Wed.·l/2 Price Drinks

BIG ~N.LEY IM.NCH C
8904 Menaul N.E~

·-

I

Co fLO o~:>DC>
37 ~. 7"3'1
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fJJMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share ~ MOTHER WIL~ aAaYSJ'f your infant, mornings,
bdrm., 2 bath mobile home ~ mi. from UNM. $IS week. Near UNM. Call242·6631•
0.1/19
Compl~t~ly fllrnl~hed wiltJ wt~sher and dryer-must
see to appreelare. $11lllno, plus half of eleculchy.
Cnll29fi-()830.
01/31 - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - FJJMA~E ROOMMATE WANTED to share house- CHEAP WATeRIIIlDS AT Water Trips, $99 buys
Prineoton N.~. Backyard Fireplace $J2S. Call Carol you: (I) Any size dark walnut ilained ·
(2)
266·941S afler6:30 P·.M.
01/19 safety Uner, (3) fpam irJSulatf:d eomfort pad,

8

l bedro<,>m, ne~r- carnJ)ust
modern appllanc~s. storlls:~.s~Jore. 262--lnt. Valle)'

LOBO CLASSIFIED

MOVE TODAY, S80

Rentals, $35 fee.
~1/19
STUDIO APT. FOR Rent, Near UNM and btis line,
Clean. 265.6966, 268-4413
0It 19
LUXURY, NB, J bedroom. 2 bath, ~owohouse,

Want ads say it in a big way

Appliances, carpeting, c::llihlren fine, 5182, utlll1ies
Included, 262·11SI Valley Rentals,

$~5

fee.

01119

FURNISHED STUDIO APT, Excellent neigh·
borhood, patio. Serious s(ud<nl only. $135. 256-1345
afler5:30p.m.
0Jit9
STUDENTS
MOSTLY carpeting,
FURNISHED
2 bedroom,
Qff Pine. Appliances.
'fenced
privacy,
SilO. 262-1751,. V~ll~y Renials,.$35 fee.
01119
SEARCHING FOR HOUSJN01 Residen<e Halls are

Rates 1Se pe••

your answer for maximum convcnJence to campus,
plus comfort and economy in housing and food
liCrvice! Inquire La Posada 201, Wednesdays 9-4 or
eoil217-2606,
0!/19
2 BR, HOUSI) near UNM 1620 Lead, $255 monthly.
Singles welcome, 296·7120
Ol/19
fULLY CARPETED 3 bedroom, off C~rlisle,

Terms

spotless appliances, ftreplace,

fenc~d

yard, $245. 262·

l7ll,VallcyRentals,$3lfee.
Ot/19
FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED Jo s~arc house
with 2 oth~r women, $100 a month plus utilities. On
Monte Vlsla, C!lll eves, 2lif't48!i6.
01/19

5.

FOR SALE

FASHION BLOUSES FOR Gal's $3.95 al CalifQmia
fa~hion

Outlet, <;:'orfler·of Cenlral & Cornell across

UNM.
01/19
JEANS FOR $6.7,5 at California Fasion Outlet.
Comer of Central &Cornell, across UNM,
01/19
BRICK AND BOARD bookshelves. 266-0867
evenings.
·
01/19

6.

EMPJ_OYMENT

MODELS NEEDED FOR easy.-care hair fashions.
ApplyTijerus Hair Co., 2SS·S~44.
02/07

1.

PERSONALS

STUDENTS' AWAIID-WINNINO photography and
poetry In UNM"s arls/liu~rary rmisazlne. On sale in
Marron Hall Room 105. $1.00. Now accepting

subml!!slons to next Issue. For more information
com~ in orcall277·.56!Hi. Eveninas873-t904.
dn
CONCEPTIONS SW • A COLLECTION of UNM

students' crentive works, $!,00. Marron Hall Room
105.
tfn
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT eontroccptiO!l, sterlllza!lon, abortion. Right to Choose.
294-0171.
04/27
PREQANCY TESTING. AND counseling. Phone
24H819
04/27

SO YO I) THINK no one could -possibly understand

FOUND; COCKER SPANIEL named Chester, Call
255-~016 or 344-5852,
tfn
FIND YOURSELF IN lhePeneeCorps.277-5907
OlliS
FOUND; PSYCHOLOGY NOTEBOOK. Identify
and claim Room lOS Marron Hall.
OI/J9
LOST: WOMAN'S WHITE wool left-hand millen.
Small reward offered. 898-467' or277·243!5. 01/19

3.

SERVICES

KINKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM Selectric) and
now 3 minute_ Passport Photos. 'No appoimment.
268-8515. We do keys.
lfn
TYPING FIRST QUALITY, 883-7787, Holly. 02/13
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. GUARANTEED ac-

your problem? Try us, AGORA, 277·3013.
01/15
PERRY'S PIZZA BY -the :slice and pan. Specials

curacy. IBM Selectric. Reasonable rates. 884-8337.

featuring fresh salad and slices. Across from tJNM on

TYPING. NIGHTS, WEEKENDS. Pat, 2~3-8688.
01/30
TYPIST-24 HOUR SERVICE, Jean, 255-~426 after
~:00 p.m.
02!22
CUSTOM SEWING: CLOTHING and household
I!Cms. 898-5977.
01125
TYPIST ... TERM PAPERS, Thesis, Resumes 299·
8970.
02/06
ADVENTUROUS WOMAN? OUT can't gel anyone
to ,.rough it'' wilh you? FCmlnlst Guide Service.
Message281·1297.
01/19
ADD MUSIC TO your semester. Mnrc's Guitar
Studio, 265-3315,
tfn
FAMOUS QUIVIRA BOOKS HOP and photography
gallery Is located Yi block from Johnson Gym at Ill

Centrnl.
01/19
ON SALE NOW I Die lighters 69 een!S · Pipes JO per
cent off - we also hnve imp~;n:ted clgareues,
parapt)crnalin; * Pipe & Tobacco Road 107 Cornellt
opcn9-5, Sati0-4.
01/19
TIIINK ABOUT THE Peace Corps. 277-5901. 01115
SOPHOMORES WE SALUTE you for hanging
rough, If you netd an added Jnccnllve to contJnue we
suggest you che~k ou11he Air FOrceOf(fcers Training
Program. Check It out by simply adding AF ASP 201
Development of Air Power. (Mondays 1;00 lo l:SO
prn, or Wednesdays 8:00 to S:!iO a.m.) No ~assles: but

an opportunity to ·learn about Aero-Space and to
check out whether you want to join the two-year
program next year. What olhcr course leads fo

fimmdal aid, ere., and ·a professional job contact
upon graduation?
01/19
MINDY, LET'S SHAKE It up at the Establishment
this week, Soundsrage Is playing. N'anoo Nanooo
.... Mark

2.

01/15

LOST & FOUND

FOUND: WOMAN'S GOLD watch with broken
band. Identify and claim. Marron Hall. Room lOS.
tfn

01116

Cornell. Hours 1.1.6 Mori·Fri. Special order sen' ice,

t~
-tc
iC

mountains counselin$ thildren, HQrsc:ba~k ridins,
backpacking, ecology, many outdoor programs.
Wrile now. Include program Interests and personal
goals: Big Spring Ranch, Florissant, Colorado 80816.
01/15

PART-TIME COOK some experience necessary, will
train. Must be able to work e~Jenings, some weekends.
Apply in person, -ask for Pete. Frontier Restaurant
2400 Central SE.
01/19
LAUNDROMAT ATTENDANT: !lOURS can be
adjusted lo fit student sehedul<. Apply 8 to 4 SUDS
PARLOR, 4208 Carlisle.NB, see Janice.
01/19
TUTORS NEEDED FOR: Chemistry Ill, .212;
Biology 123 (Oeneral), Biology 238 (A&P), Biology

239 (Micro): Nursfns 240 (Patho1ogy)i Pharmatofog)'
276. Caii277;2S01.

4.

CANTERBURY CO-OPJ small co--:d residC11ce, close
·to campus, 3 meals daily, single rooms, $82S per
semcster.241·2515

01/18

cAM PUs BIKE & M Pt:D

Sekai, Fuji, Azukl • 3, 5, 10, 12, Speeds

. ALL MOPEDS- 5% Above Cost
1718 Central SE • 243·9630 • Behind Okies

.:tc

t:tc·~

!IC
-tcll-¥¥¥ll-ll-¥¥¥¥¥-¥~~····..................................
Dlocount Prlceo • Como In ll1d Comporo • Open Mon.• Sot.10·5

donors, Pleas_e

ACLU calls
DAILY
searche·s
'
,.,
d'
Students-attend lecture
. ,s
af~.,;o' .,~~:If.·~~~~HRIS:absur
Scientist S Pea k

experienced, teacher. Grades 1·12. Near UNM. c:;:::"'-11
242-66)1.

01119

Mexico

BAK~RY CAFE, VEGETARIAN Cuisine, llreak-

J~ize~m~at2tre~s~s~wl~lh~!!J~;~$~1:09~.9:5~a~l;~

rast, Lunch anQ Dinner. 118 YaleS,E, 25.5-0749.
Oi/19

--~~---.....---~---
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Cov-er·ed
t;.V"agon.

'-, l '\ C 1 \ -.,.._, Ill).() I '-

•

Pn·..,criptlon.., l.ell"'t.'" \Lick
rofll

Division_ of Tropical &

Oeo8raphie Medicine, 277-3001 or 217.281). 01119
P.EMEDIAL TUTORING IN my home. C<r!lfied
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I
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CULTURE

CENTER

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Charity
5 Large umbrella
9 Naughty
kids
14 Encounter
15 Melody
16 Sublease
17 Maxwell and
Marian '
19 Babylonian
hero
20 Fence steps

50 Raise
51 Hold

Sleep
sounds
'58 Gun part: 2
words
62 Warn
6 3 - - ear ...
64 Water ski
66 Book of
maps
67 Man's nickname
68 Redact
21 "
69 Br. vacancy
Heights":
sign: 2
Bronte Iitie
words
23 Plinths
70 Piercing
25 Lay hold of 71 Canadian
.26 European
whiskies
range
DOWN
28 Prickly plant 1 Pile up
'32. Marine
2 Musical term
animals:
3 G. I. doc
2 words
4.First-rate
37 Pilfered
5 Hydrogen
38 U.S. tax
6 In a line
dept.
7 Less
39 Counts calo- 8 Adhesive
ries
9 Zephyrs
41 State: Abbr. 10 Withdraw
11 Jai42 Alarm
45 Unsafe
12 State: Abbr.
building
13 Hart
48 Filament
18 Dances
5~

By ERIN ROSS
More than 100 UNM students
and faculty turned out Monday to
attend a lecture given by Nobel
Prize winning chemist Dr. William
N. Lipscomb.

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Monday's Puzzle Solved:

Lipscomb, who holds the Abbot
and James Lawrence professorship
at Harvard University, spoke on the
question "How Do .Enzymes
Work?"

22 Popular

song
24 Raced
27 Reported
29 Tower
30 Girl's name
31 J,ump
32 School subj.
33 Foot part
34 Austrian
river
35 GolferTrevino
36 Lead player
40 Holy ones:
Abbr.
43 Queens
44 Zealous

In 1976, Lipscomb Teceived a
Nobel Prize for his work on boron
compounds. He .is credited with the
discovery of the many-sided
structure of boranes, complex
chemicals composed of hydrogen
and boron atoms.

46 Medieval

goblet
47 Singer
49 Mr. Hammarskjold
52 Trace
53 Anger
55 Set to go
56 Man's nickname
57 Proofreader's marks
58 Order
59 Preposition
60 Bun
61 Naked
65 AuthorRand

During the talk, Lipscomb
quoted sources as varied as Lewis
• Carroll and Linus Pauling to liven
the topic. He recalled working with
the famous Pauling as a graduate
student the California Institute of
Technology.

After the lecture, he noted great
breakthroughs in science saying,
"You realize students today are
asking questions nobody could
have asked ten years ago.''

t~~tJs

Lipscomb was a ftlcUlty member
at the University of Minnesota
before accepting a position at
Harvard in 1950, and is past
chairman of HarVard's chemistry

c.-~ TAl- CHI

depa~tment.

MARTIAl ARTS

.suppLIES ~ BOOKS

Want Ads say it·
in a Big Waylt

•
Hours: 8:30 A.M. to 4-:30 p,M,
. Monday thru Friday
'Marron Hall, Room 105
Mail To
· EnclOied •·---------· Plaeed by

I

...________ TelepboN__...._ _-.--

~

UNM Box 20, University of-New Mexico
Albuquerque, New MeXico 87131

when they had a particular reafion
to do so, and then it must have just
cause and' approval to conduct the
search from the courts," Glasser
said : "These
· ·'searches
· · are therefore
obv 10.us. ly illegal and a direct
· ·
violation of what the Fourth
A
d . t d f "
men ment s an s or.
The Fourth Amendment to the
Constitution protects the rights of
citizens and their property from
"unreasonable searches and
seizures."
The New Mexico Civil Liberties
Union last week filed a suit against
Albuquerque Mayor Dt1vid Rusk;
Police Chief,
Robert Stover:
Assistant Police Chief, Lou Powell;
and Civic Auditorium Manager,
Donald Kruger. The suit was filed
on behalf of three local persons
who were searched and frisked at a
contfnuod on page 3

KUNM program
includes plays
KUNM has been awarded
$18,500 from the National
Endowment for the Arts to
establish a media arts program
Which will run from June 1 to Dec.
I.
General Manager Paul Mansfield
said the program will represent
"the radio as an art form, rather
than as a medium for other arts."

DB vis dentes charges
Accusations that UNM wants to tlssume control of
the Albuquerque TVI are "baseless and irresponsible," UNM President William E. Davis said Friday.
The university, he said, "has no intention and never
has had any intention to do any more than work
cooperatively where posssible with TVI which, in the
view of the ·university, is a good, strong technicalvoctltional school.
"The UNM has repeatedly and publicly announced
its desire to cooperate with TVI to help satisfy some
existing unmet needs in post-secondary educational
opportunity in the Albuquerque area," Davis said.
·: He noted that "this intention has been a matter of

public record since long before the vote last fall on a
community college.
·
"When the voters rejected the college plan, the
UNM Regents reiterated their desire to assure .that
every effort would be made to provide educational
opportunity to all citizens,'' Davis sai~. "One of th~ir
directives was to continue cooperative efforts With
TVI to develop appropriate associate degree programs
in which the technical offerings of TVI could be a
component."
.
.
Davis said "efforts to portray a cooperative effort
as a UNM takeover are ridiculous and completely
unfounded in fact."

Revolving
.toothpicks
bent out
of sh·ape

3015C.ntrel N.E.
N.M.87108

•

~'..

Since winning the Nobel Prize,
Lipscomb has concentrated on
research illuminating the structure
of enzymes or substances that
accelerate bodily reactions.

I< '
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7. Travel
8. MilceiJaneoul.
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The CitY s policy to contmue
random searches of persons en,J{j}.
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, .
the American Chemical Society,
.
director of the Amencan CIVil
Liberties Union said yesterday.
Ira Glasser, speaking at a news
conference at the Albuquerque
International Airport, said the
"illegal se(lrches" can be compared
with "the same random searches
carried out by the British on the
Ame;ic~n colonists before America
won 1ts mdependence.
"The Fourth Amendment to the
Constitution was designed to
prevent the government from
randomly searching anyone, except

':)~

MEN! WOMEN I JOBS. Crul"' ships, freighters. No
experience, High pay! See Europe, Hawaii, Australia,
So. America. Summer! Cafccr. Send 53.85 for info,
to SEAWORLD DZ aox 6103S,·Sacto., CA 95860.
•
02/01
. CHILD CARE FOR 8yr old, Three Mornings 6:15
am Io8:30am. Cal1Caren266-4!160
01/19
BABYSITTER FOR TWO children, afternoons.
Musl have own car .. 881-4123, 6-9 p.t1.
01/16
MALE AND FEMALE erollc dan<:<rs needed, High
paying. 242·2463.
01/26
WORK OVERSEAS IN the Peace Corps, 211-5901,

CHINE_.

HOUSING

01119

PART TIME JOB gr;~duale 'students only.· After·
noons and evenings. Must be able to work Friday and
Saturday .nishts, Must be 21 )'Car_s old. Apply in
pers_on, no phone calls please. SaYCW!!)' LiquorSiores
at 5104 Lomas NE, 5516 Menaul NE,
02/02

01115
FA!-ITASIA PARTY SYSTEMS Catering. Disco
Band!', "Films, Dancers. 242-2463.
01/26

¥¥44.!f.·44Q44-*.Y..~~.~~¥•.Y.,•JPI..Y.44Qll-lt-,!'~4¥¥¥¥~¥¥

.-tc

REWARDING SUMMER FOR sophomore and
older college men and teacher$· i" the Coll)rado

LOOKING FOR GROUP 0, B, and AB blood

The "revolving toothpicks" are
gone. The sculpture which was
located on the east side of the duck
pond, is officially- called "Two
Lines Oblique, Variation III.
A Physical Plant spokesperson
said a strong wind in early
December bent the artwork. The·
spokesperson said ''Two Lines
Oblique, Variation Ill" is in the
Physical Plant's metal .shop to be
repaired. The Physical Plant is
waiting for advisement and
·supervision from the sculptor,
George Rickey, before repairs will
be made, the sp,okesperson said •
Joe McKinney, campus planner
and university architect, said the
piece was constructed between 1970
'and 1973. Rickey, who designed the
•;Two Lines Oblique" series·, also
designed three other variations,
which are on display in California,
Colorado and Germany, McKinney
said.

The program will be composed
for broadcast, and will include
radio plays, operas and other
works, Mansfield said.
''A program of this magnitude is
unique for radio," he said.
Ned Sublette, director for the
arts program, will produce eight
·-one•flo·iif' 'installments. Sublette, a ·
UNM graduate, directed a program
for the New Mexico Arts Commission, which formed the
prototype for the KUNM series.
Mansfield said KUNM submitted
proposal for the grant to
the national council in September.
Under the proposal, the arts council
and the station will contribute
matching funds. The council will
pay for salaries, and the S!ation will
provide facilities for Jhe program.

.a detailed

Mansfield said grants raised this
year by KUNM total $69,600.

